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  Comparison  

WHAT IS COMPARISON? 
To compare two literary texts is to think about one text in the light of the other. On a basic level, you are expected to 
identify similarities and differences between texts in terms of ideas (i.e. purpose) and effects.  

On a deeper level, you can use one text as a ‘lens’ to view another. The depiction of motherhood in one poem might force 
you to re-think the view of motherhood conveyed in another. 

WHY COMPARE? 
Comparison is an art, not a science. We are not listing similarities and differences for the sake of it. Comparison should lead 
to discovery — of the big picture and of new ideas on a deeper level. As Billy Collins calls for us to do in ‘Introduction to 
Poetry’, hold the poems ‘up to the light / like a color slide’.  

HOW TO COMPARE? 
In Paper 1 Section A, you will be offered two poems that share a similar concern (e.g. loss), but differ in various ways. Let us 
explain how you might begin thinking about the two poems in a table: 

HOW IS PAPER 3 SECTION B DIFFERENT? 
It isn’t that different as you are always comparing ideas and effects across two texts. Essay structure is similar too. As Paper 3 
comparison involves set texts and Paper 1 involves unseen poems, there will be some differences: (i) topic sentences for Paper 
1 can be ‘exploratory’, less perfect; (ii) being shorter than plays and novels, poems will have a smaller range of ideas.  

The emphasis is slightly different: the prompt in Paper 1 Section A is method-centred (‘considering in detail ways in which 
your response is shaped by language, style and form’); the prompt in Paper 3 Section B tends towards a concern related to 
‘The Individual and Society’ (e.g. ways in which the writers present individuals as observers of society). 

COMPARISON STRATEGIES

TWO TEXTS SEEM DIFFERENT, BUT ARE ARGUABLY SIMILAR 
1. The texts appear to have different perspectives on the same concern. With closer examination, the reader garners 

that their views are in fact similar (e.g. While Poem B tries to cope with the death of a loved one through denial, both 
poems ultimately recognise that one has to eventually move on with one’s own life). 

2. The texts are about different aspects (e.g. youth, old age) of the same concern (e.g. how we live our lives). On further 
reading, we understand their views to be in fact similar (e.g. both urge the reader to seize the day).

TWO TEXTS SEEM SIMILAR, BUT ARE ARGUABLY DIFFERENT 
3. The texts are about the same concern (e.g. identity) but adopt contrasting perspectives (e.g. A expresses self-loathing 

and self-pity about its state, whereas B accepts and cherishes its current life). 
4. The texts share similar views towards a concern (e.g. bleakness of existence, loss as painful and inevitable) but present 

them via different methods (e.g. tone in A, imagery in B) and/or to different effects (e.g. B is more resigned).

READING ONE TEXT THROUGH THE LENS OF ANOTHER 
5. The texts are about the same concern. One text can be seen to challenge the other’s views or provide a ‘reply’ (e.g. 

Poem B almost seems to comfort the persona in Poem A, reminding him about the strengths he does have). 
6. The texts are about the same concern. Read in conjunction, the poems present the reader a fuller picture of this 

concern (e.g. Poem B portrays a much later stage of loss to the reader, showing how the pain will numb eventually).
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   Planning  

APPROACHES 
On the pages to follow, you will find three main approaches synthesised from a range of tried-and-tested essay structures 
from your seniors. The objective here is to provide you some direction (and certainly not one direction). As in Paper 3 
comparison, follow these steps in spirit and not mechanically / to the letter. 

FLOW 
Your essay should move from simple to complex ideas, from impressions to a confident response. The latter half of your 
essay, especially in a one-hour sitting, should self-evidently convey a deeper understanding of both poems. 

Often, this parallels the progression within the poems. You are generally going to analyse the opening of a poem first, and 
tackling the closing lines of a poem later in your essay. 

CLOSE COMPARISON 
Comparative discourse markers should be used consistently in the latter half of a two-poem paragraph, or the second 
paragraph. Aim to use these discourse markers at least three times in each paragraph / pair of paragraphs to compare effects 
(e.g. more lurid, just as shocking) and ideas (e.g. unlike A, B views ageing as…) We have underlined these words in the essay 
section for your reference. 

OH NO, NOT AGAIN 
1. Avoid a stanza-by-stanza approach at all costs. Arrange your essay by broad methods or ideas so that you can compare 

the poems meaningfully. The repeated ‘warnings’ in JC1 were not without reason.  
2. Avoid brief paragraphs on ‘minor’ features like tense, pronouns, punctuation. Always try to group your analysis under a 

larger ‘major’ feature like rhythm, sound, tone or a ‘broad’ method (i.e. language, style, form). 
3. Avoid overly long paragraphs that try to tackle every single feature under the broad method. Exercise positive 

discrimination by selecting only the most significant methods or evidence. 
4. Avoid dwelling on less significant methods or evidence. We have read too many exam responses that tackle the titles, 

opening lines, tone and end abruptly there. Give language, style and form even coverage as far as possible. 
5. Avoid constantly switching between Poem A and B. In a one-paragraph format, there should be clear ‘halves’ dedicated 

to one poem. In a two-paragraph format, each paragraph should likewise revolve around one poem. The secret lies in 
comparative discourse markers — you need only ‘refer back’ to the first poem when discussing the second poem. 

FOOTNOTES 
1. In the following examples, A is listed before B for consistency. You are free to start with either poem, and compare the 

other poem accordingly. There are also no restrictions on the sequence of your analysis (e.g. A/B, B/A, B/A). 
2. Ideally, topic sentences should always be comparative. It is acceptable to begin a paragraph by looking only at one poem 

(e.g. Poem A) for an ‘unseen’ task. You can write about the other poem (e.g. Poem B) in your turn and be more assertive 
in your comparison there. 

SIMILARITY both, similarly, like, likewise, also seen in, shared in, just as, as in, like in, reflected in, mirrored, 
common to both, equal to, reinforced in.

DIFFERENCE while, in contrast, unlike, on the contrary, on the other hand, however, distinct from, instead of, 
more […], less […], juxtaposed with, vis-a-vis, as opposed to.
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APPROACH ONE  - METHOD-BASED

Rationale This provides a straightforward, ‘ready made’ structure for you to take into an examination 
scenario, allowing you to quickly identify methods and place them in the format of an essay. 
Most students find it easier to consider (i) language, (ii) style and (iii) form in that order. 

Mechanical as it may seem, this approach emphasises coverage of all three broad methods 
(language, style, form); you are free to choose the features relevant to each (e.g. focus on 
progression, rather than rhythm). The instruction is to write on the use of ‘language, style and 
form’ anyway, so we can naturally use these as a launchpad towards ‘purpose’.

Essay structure 1. Introduction, with comparison of overall ideas and effects 
2. Compare language in A to language in B 
3. Compare style in A to style in B 
4. Compare form in A to form in B 
5. Conclusion, with personal response to the theme 

Note: 3 points of comparison (A+B, A+B, A+B)

Introduction Identify shared concern in A and B (e.g. both poems are about the loss of a loved one and their 
impact on their respective personae). 

Compare overall effects and ideas in A and B, briefly explaining how they (i) seem similar, but 
are actually different or (ii) appear different, but are actually similar. A listing of features (e.g. 
both poems make use of rhythm, sound…) is to be avoided.

Paragraphs 
- Language 
- Style 
- Form

Topic sentence on A  - introduce method(s) to be analysed and the idea it presents 
Analysis of method in A - closely elaborate on selected method(s) and evidence 
Purpose of method in A - effects and elaborate on ideas evoked by above evidence 

Turn to B - compare purpose in A to that of B, focusing on effects or ideas 
Analysis of method in B - closely elaborate on selected method(s) and evidence  
Compare purpose in B - compare effects and ideas evoked by above evidence 
Summative comparison of A and B - elaborate on similarity or difference in ideas 

We advise that you consider LANGUAGE early in your essay because perspective, tone and diction tend to define the 
‘purpose’ of a poem. It may be fruitful to consider rhythm in combination with tone, as line length and pauses contribute 
to the persona’s ‘attitude’ towards the subject or concern (e.g. mournful). 

STYLE is perhaps the most accessible method, Imagery, metaphors, similes are ‘obvious’ and often realise a poem’s 
overall meaning. You might analyse sound in combination with the images you wish to analyse. Where ‘imagery’ is absent, 
you may opt to analyse a different set of diction (e.g. abstract nouns like ‘fulfilment’) here. 

Most are able to elucidate the purpose of the poems’ FORM later in their essay, when a firmer grasp of the poems’ 
effects and ideas is attained. This allows you to link rhyme, rhythm, sound to the overall mood or discuss the progression 
of a poem’s effects / ideas with greater confidence. Structure (no. of lines, stanzas) is usually less compelling.

Conclusion Restate key similarities and differences in ideas and effects. Be careful not to contradict your 
analysis or interpretation above, or excessively retread the same points of comparison. 

Provide a personal response to the theme, considering how both poems illuminate your view.
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APPROACH TWO  - IDEA-BASED

Rationale This approach suits students who prefer to ‘think in terms of ideas’ and analyse the poems based 
on these ideas. Here, you are free to select the methods that support these ideas. It is not 
necessary to select similar methods for comparison across both poems (i.e. imagery in A 
compared to imagery in B). Do keep it as a convenient option. 

Each paragraph revolves around only one poem so that you can fully develop each idea. It is 
more feasible to examine only two ideas in each poem; three may be too much to ask.

Essay structure 1. Introduction, with overall comparison of ideas and effects 
2. Initial idea in A, supported by selected methods / evidence 
3. Compare to idea in B, supported by selected methods / evidence 
4. Subsequent idea in A, supported by selected methods / evidence 
5. Compare to idea in B, supported by selected methods / evidence 
6. Conclusion, with personal response to the theme 

Note: 2 points of comparison (A, B, A, B)

Introduction Identify shared concern in A and B (e.g. both poems are about the loss of a loved one and their 
impact on their respective personae). 

Compare overall effects and ideas in A and B, briefly explaining how they (i) seem similar, but 
are actually different or (ii) appear different, but are actually similar. A listing of features (e.g. 
both poems make use of rhythm, sound…) is to be avoided.

Paragraph 2 
- Idea in A

Topic sentence on A  - outline idea to be discussed and identify supporting method(s) 
Analysis of method in A - closely comment on selected method(s) and evidence 
Purpose of method in A - elaborate on effects and ideas evoked 

We recommend starting with your ‘impression’ of Poem A, based on salient methods / evidence (e.g. opening line).

Paragraph 3 
- Idea in B

Turn to B - compare purpose in A to that of B, focusing on effects or ideas 
Analysis of method in B - closely comment on selected method(s) and evidence 
Compare purpose in B - compare effects and ideas  

Compare your impression of both poems. You may focus on similar methods to above paragraph or choose otherwise.

Paragraph 4 
- Idea in A

Topic sentence on A  - introduce a more complex idea; identify supporting method(s) 
Analysis of method in A - closely comment on selected method(s) and evidence 
Purpose of method in A - elaborate on effects and ideas  

This next set of paragraphs should move towards a deeper, more complex reading. Select different methods or opt for 
the same method but different evidence (e.g. the tone in stanza 4 is markedly different from the tone in stanzas 1-3).

Paragraph 5 
- Idea in B

Turn to B - compare purpose in A to that of B, focusing on effects or ideas 
Analysis of method in B - closely comment on selected method(s) and evidence 
Compare purpose in B - compare effects and ideas 

Compare your deeper understanding of both poems. Move onto different methods or evidence for Poem B.

Conclusion Restate key similarities and differences in ideas and effects. Be careful not to contradict your 
analysis or interpretation above, or excessively retread the same points of comparison. 

Provide a personal response to the theme, considering how both poems illuminate your view.
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APPROACH THREE  - MR. POON’S MIX

Rationale The basics of comparison, analysis and response remain the same across both papers, but the 
structures have to vary because of different demands. This approach here is an attempt to bridge 
the comparison frameworks whilst laying down a few ‘rules’ for your analysis. 

The difference with P3 set text comparison is that you are dealing with unseen texts, where it is 
not so easy to synthesise methods and ideas. You are also comparing poems — relatively ‘brief’ 
texts that may not always provide you a sense of plot progression.

Essay structure 1. Introduction, with overall comparison of ideas and effects 
2. Analyse style in A, mixing in elements of form 
3. Compare to style in B, mixing in elements of form 
4. Analyse language in A, mixing in elements of form 
5. Compare to language in B, mixing in elements of form 
6. Conclusion, with personal response to the theme 

Note: 2 points of comparison (A, B, A, B)

Introduction Identify shared concern in A and B (e.g. both poems are about the loss of a loved one and their 
impact on their respective personae). 

Compare overall effects and ideas in A and B, briefly explaining how they (i) seem similar, but 
are actually different or (ii) appear different, but are actually similar. A listing of features (e.g. 
both poems make use of rhythm, sound…) is to be avoided.

Paragraph 2 
- Style in A 

Topic sentence on A and B - compare ideas conveyed by imagery and diction 
Analysis of style in A - identify imagery, diction and supporting features of form* 
Purpose of style in A -  closely elaborate on effects and ideas evoked

Paragraph 3 
- Style in B

Turn to B - compare purpose in A to that of B, focusing on effects or ideas 
Analysis of style in B - identify imagery, diction and supporting features of form* 
Compare purpose of style in B -  closely elaborate on effects and ideas evoked 
Summative comparison of A and B - elaborate on similarity or difference in ideas 

*Consider sounds / sound patterns in evidence you have identified, as well as use of rhyme / rhyme scheme to evoke the 
overall mood of the poem. You may also point to the poem’s opening lines here.

Paragraph 4 
- Language in A 

Topic sentence on A and B - compare ideas conveyed by perspective and tone 
Analysis of language in A - identify perspective, tone and supporting features of form^ 
Purpose of language in A -  closely elaborate on effects and ideas evoked

Paragraph 5 
- Language in B

Turn to B - compare purpose in A to that of B, focusing on effects or ideas 
Analysis of language in B - identify perspective, tone and supporting features of form^ 
Compare purpose in B -  closely elaborate on effects and ideas evoked 
Summative comparison of A and B - elaborate on similarity or difference in ideas 

^As you evaluate tone, consider the poem’s progression (does the tone shift?) and rhythm (how do line length and 
pauses help to evoke the persona’s tone?). You might point to the poem’s closing lines here.

Conclusion Restate key similarities and differences in ideas and effects. Be careful not to contradict your 
analysis or interpretation above, or excessively retread the same points of comparison. 

Provide a personal response to the theme, considering how both poems illuminate your view.
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   ANALYSIS  

IMPRESSION

Title - Does the title capture the purpose of the poem? 
- Is the title denotative or connotative? What are its effects?

Opening lines - On what idea does the poem begin? How is this carried forward in the poem? 
- What is the tone in the poem’s opening lines? Is this consistent throughout?

Overall - Is there a striking or dominant method that immediately defines the poem’s purpose? (e.g. 
Petrarchan sonnet that laments loss, natural imagery that embodies the beauty of life) 

- How would you describe the poem’s overall mood? (e.g. brooding, elegiac, stirring, comic) 

LANGUAGE

Perspective - Is the poem written from a first, second or third-person point of view?  
- How would you describe its effect? (e.g. introspective, intimate, assertive, distant)

Tone - What is the persona’s overall tone or attitude? Does this tone shift later in the poem? (e.g. 
indignant, remorseful, wistful, hopeful) 

- What patterns of verbs (e.g. keep, let), modal verbs (e.g. must, will), adverbs (e.g. invisibly, 
silently) and adjectives (e.g. sensual, cerebral, electric) support your analysis of tone?

Diction - Is the register formal or informal, high or low? How would you describe the quality of word 
choice? (e.g. dramatic, lyrical, poignant, measured, tentative, gritty, realistic, child-like) 

- Are there any notable linguistic patterns? (e.g. stative verbs, qualifiers, imperative mood) 
- Are there any other patterns of verbs, nouns, adjectives et al? 

Rhythm and  
lineation

- How does rhythm contribute to the tone? Consider the pauses, run-on lines and line length in 
your evidence: is the poem to be read at a slow or fast pace, and to what effect? 

- If there are run-on lines, is there any significance to the line breaks? (e.g. The line break in ‘A 
bit of wing / Caught my eye then’ adds to the gravity and change in the persona’s attitude 
towards the dead insect)

STYLE

Imagery and 
figurative language

- How would you describe the overall style or mood? (e.g. satirical, surreal, lamentation) 
- What patterns of images are presented and to what effects? (e.g. barren nature, floral) 
- What senses are evoked by these images? (e.g. auditory, olfactory, gustatory, tactile) 
- Are metaphors, similes or personification employed? If so, to what effects? 
- Are there allusions to religion, literature, people et al? (e.g. Julia Child, Kurt Cobain)

Diction - If imagery and figurative language are in short supply, are there patterns of abstract nouns? 
(e.g. burden, grace, artifice) What are their effects?

Sound - Are there patterns of sound in your evidence? (e.g. sibilants, plosives, fricatives, guttural 
sounds, liquid sounds, repeated vowel sounds) What are their effects? 

- Do the words and images cited above rhyme? How does rhyme add to the mood?
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CAVEATS 
This list of questions is a guide to analysing language, style and form in any poem. While far from definitive, it attempts to 
classify features (e.g. rhythm) under one or two of these broad methods. Note that this classification is quite fluid. 

This guide should not be used mechanically. Select only the most striking or meaningful features to analyse. For instance, 
you might not want to dwell too much on the title of ‘The Farmer’ because it is simply too denotative, or not very evocative. 
This is especially crucial for form — simply going with the safest or most familiar option is unlikely to reap insightful analysis. 
Look out for structure, progression, rhythm, rhyme or sound and decide which one (or two) is the most significant. 

EVIDENCE 
Always provide ample evidence (even when analysing form) and to closely elaborate where possible. If you really sadly need 
numbers, cite 2-4 quotations per poem, closely analysing 1-2 of them. If you are quoting long lines (e.g. ‘Though my mother 
was already two years dead / Dad kept her slippers warming by the gas’), 2 lines would suffice and don’t go beyond 3. 

NOTES ON WRITING 
1. You can change the word form of your evidence by using brackets. For instance, ‘mad’ can be turned into ‘mad(ness)’. 
2. You can underline letters or syllables to highlight sound patterns (e.g. ‘fell his foot or shone his face’). 
3. You can also underline selected words to make known their significance. Do comment on those specific words after 

quoting; do not assume that your reader will understand the effect and meaning of your evidence. 

FORM

Structure and 
rhyme scheme

- Does the poem adopt closed poetic form such as a sonnet (14 lines) or villanelle (19 lines)?  
- Is the poem composed in free verse or blank verse (with consistent metre)?  
- Is there a consistent rhyme scheme? (e.g. abab, abba, aba) What is the overall effect? 
- Is there a shift in rhyme or rhyme scheme? (e.g. abba to cde) 
- Are there any obvious patterns? (e.g. refrains, anaphora, repetition, enumeration) 
- Are there visually distinctive features like indents, parenthesis, one-line stanzas, shapes? 
- Are there breaks or irregularities in the poem’s structure? What is its effect or purpose?

Progression and 
closing lines

- Is there a shift in tone or idea? On which line or stanza does it occur? 
- On what idea does the poem end? What is the tone in the closing lines? 
- Does the poem end emphatically with a resounding idea, or an air of finality? 
- Does the poem end on a more moderate, ambivalent or ironic note instead?

Rhythm - Considering the mood of the poem, would you read the poem at a slow or fast pace? 
- Are the lines short or long? Do they add to the fluidity or protract the poem? 
- Are there frequent pauses (caesurae)? Do these create urgency or a plodding effect? 
- How do run-on lines (enjambment) or end-stopped lines contribute to the overall effects? 
- Is there a shift in rhythm? (e.g. multiple caesurae in one stanza, fluid in another stanza)

Rhyme - What is the overall effect of the poem’s end or internal rhymes? (e.g. comic, lyrical) 
- With one or two rhyming pairs in mind, what is significant about the rhyme? Consider why 

two similar or contrasting words have been put together. (e.g. pain / gain)

Sound - What sound patterns can you detect? (e.g. sibilants, plosives, fricatives, guttural, liquid) Are 
they long or sharp, soft or harsh in quality? 

- How do these sounds contribute to the overall mood? (e.g. soft, dream-like, jarring)
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Effects  

Style and intensity 

Simple 
Plain 
Understated 

Heightened 
Dramatic 
Grandiose 
Grandiloquent 

Elevated 
Sublime 
Majestic 
Resplendent 

Divine 
Ethereal 
Empyrean 
Spiritual 

Visceral 
Emotive 
Poignant 
Stirring 

Introspective 
Contemplative 
Philosophical 
Ruminative 

Vivid 
Rich 
Lurid 

Restrained 
Measured 
Muted 

Forceful 
Emphatic 
Resounding 

Purpose 

Idealise 
Elevate 
Extol 

Celebrate 
Eulogise 
Pay tribute to

Mood and tone 

Reflective 
Pensive 
Nostalgic 
Solemn 

Distant 
Cold 
Detached 
Matter-of-fact 

Bleak 
Desolate 
Gloomy 
Sombre 

Mournful 
Despondent 
Funereal 
Grieving 

Regretful 
Rueful 
Wistful 
Acquiescent 

Anguished 
Agonising 
Desperate 
Resigned 
Heart-wrenching 

Defiant 
Accusatory 
Angst-ridden 
Bitter 

Harrowing 
Macabre 
Morbid 
Grotesque 

Purpose 

Contemplate 
Reflect upon 
Consider 

Console 
Commiserate 
Offer sympathy

Mood and tone 

Impassioned 
Fervent 
Heartfelt 
Vehement 

Personal 
Intimate 
Sentimental 
Warm 

Optimistic 
Hopeful 
Bullish 
Buoyant 

Exuberant 
Ebullient 
Euphoric 
Spirited 

Celebratory 
Glowing 
Reverent 
Reverential 

Playful 
Blithe 
Flippant 
Nonchalant 
Insouciant 
Irreverent 
Sardonic 

Hypnotic 
Haunting 
Surreal 
Otherworldly 
Dream-like 
Magical 
Mystical 

Purpose 

Appeal 
Exhort 
Invite 

Lament 
Grieve 
Mourn

Sound and rhythm 

Sharp / Long 
Light / Heavy 
Upbeat / Ponderous 
Soft / Hard, Harsh 
Slow / Fast 
Relaxed / Urgent, Abrupt 
Fluid / Plodding 
Steady / Intermittent 
Loose / Rigid 

Calm 
Lulling 
Lilting 
Musical 
Melodic 
Incantatory 

Discordant 
Dissonant 
Disjointed 
Jarring 

Resounding 
Relentless 
Booming  
Throbbing 
Unremitting 

Other qualities 

Abstract / Concrete 
Intellectual / Sensory 
Subtle / Striking 
Intense / Mild 
Lyrical / Clinical 
Emotive / Apathetic 
Sensual / Spiritual 
Sacred / Profane 
Transcendent / Mundane 

Purpose 

Provoke 
Challenge 
Question 

Satirise 
Trivialise 
Deride
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Introductions  

OBJECTIVE

Introductions should map out the ideas and effects of both poems, stating their general similarities and differences. An 
introduction must have a thesis — end your introduction with a personal response that you can develop in the essay body.

ELEMENTS

1. Identify the theme or concern shared by both poems, if not already stated in the question. 
2. Identify a prominent method (e.g. sonnet form) or substantiate your ‘impression’ (e.g. title) — Optional 
3. Compare their purpose — what do they each have to say about this concern? 
4. Compare their effects — what is the tone or mood in each poem?

EXAMPLES

Both ‘Woman to Child’ by Judith Wright (Poem A) and ‘Freight’ by Maura Dooley (Poem B) share the common theme of 
a woman contemplating motherhood. While Poem A has a rather awestruck and admiring tone, Poem B leans towards a 
more quietly hopeful and optimistic tone in addressing the persona’s child. As each poem progresses, both personae seem 
closer in coming to terms with their impending motherhood: Poem A’s persona comes to adopt a heavily protective stance 
over her child, whereas the persona in Poem B comes to regard a mother’s role as an unassertive guide willing to let the 
child go forth to explore the world. In reading both poems, a reader sees that contemplating motherhood may begin with 
merely considering the inseparable bond between mother and child (reflected in Poem A), but will become the 
consideration of a new life and its possibilities (as in Poem B). Alisha Lim, 2T02 (2014) 

Poem A, Karl Shapiro’s ‘Interludes III’ captures a more celebratory appreciation of the beauty of life in the form of the 
insect’s body, placing more value on its life, no matter its size. While both poems acknowledge the vulnerability of an 
insect and perhaps all life, Poem B, Jon Silkin’s ‘A Death to Us’ takes on a more contemptuous angle in viewing the insect’s 
insignificance, with its scornful speaker making the insect’s death to be something more of a burden than something to be 
mourned, contrasting sharply from Poem A. Joelle Lam, 2T18 (2014) 

Both poems present largely similar views on the nature and process of endurance. Stylistically, there is a striking difference 
in perspective, yet both poems construct a grim, bleak vision of the struggles and endurance of two ordinary, lower-class 
men who are the subject of the two poems. In presenting endurance as suffering through the serf and the peasant, both 
poems ultimately seek to extol the act of silent, continual endurance in the face of harsh and brutal adversity, especially for 
those relegated to the lower rungs of society and eternally subject to a life of hardship. Hence, the poems are arguably 
intended tributes to pay respect to and glorify the endurance of the common man. Zhang Sipeng, 2T36 (2013) 

Poems A and B portray death as something that is difficult to deal with, especially that of a loved one. Yet, Poem A 
highlights the more practical approach, that life in a way has to go on, evidenced by the fatalistic attitude of the persona. 
This underscores Rasmussen’s purpose of showing that the death of a love done is not the end for all. But this idea of 
dealing with reality is in direct opposition to Poem B, which highlights instead, the prevalent state of denial that most 
people sink into when finding out that a loved one died, with the dream acting as a euphemism for a state of denial. Even 
though both poems present opposing ways of dealing with the death of a loved one, perhaps both aim to show that 
confronting the reality of death as it is and moving on, is the better way. Denzel Low, 2T37 (2013) 
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Paragraphs  

OBJECTIVE

The objective of a topic sentence and summative comparison is to clearly lay out the similarities or differences between 
the two poems in terms of ideas or effects. A comparison of methods tends to be meaningless (e.g. Poem A is a villanelle, 
whereas Poem B is in free verse) but is passable in a topic sentence. 

The objective of a turn is to transit smoothly from one poem to the next. Instead of starting with the method (e.g. On the 
other hand, Poem B is composed of three stanzas…’), you should borrow an idea / effect from your last sentence on the 
previous poem and comment on a similarity or difference (e.g. Like Poem A, Poem B treats the death of a loved one with 
immense grief, e.g. Poem B seems to contest Poem A’s suggestion that loss can be easily overcome).  

You want to consistently compare both poems by also ‘referring back’ to Poem A when discussing Poem B*. Try to do so 
when analysing the effects of this second Poem

ELEMENTS

1. Topic sentence that introduces the ideas or methods of one poem alone / both poems^ (TS). 
2. Analyse Poem A* for methods and effects. Provide relevant evidence and close analysis. 
3. Interpret Poem A for purpose - its ideas or its effect on the reader. 
4. Turn to Poem B*, comparing an idea / effect from A to an idea / effect from B. 
5. Analyse Poem B for methods and effects, linking back to A**. Provide relevant evidence and close analysis. 
6. Interpret Poem B for purpose - its ideas or its effect on the reader - linking back to A**. 
7. Summative comparison of A and B, restating or developing the purpose of the two poems (Sum). 

^ As previously mentioned, it is acceptable to start your paragraph on the first text in Paper 1 Section A. 
* References to A and B are interchangeable. You can start with Poem B first, then turn to Poem A. 
** Briefly state the similarity or difference (e.g. unlike Poem A) from what was discussed. Do not give a ‘new’ method or idea.

EXAMPLES

(TS) Both poems also portray unrequited love to be painful through the use of imagery, diction and rhyme. Poem A uses 
the image of love as ‘hell(ish)’, inflicted by ‘man or beast’s indifference’. This image of ‘hell’ is repeated in ‘do not give a 
damn’. These intense, if not vulgar, uncaring words highlight the pain felt when love is unrequited. Moreover, the regular 
rhyme scheme (8 pairs of couplets) create a droning effect; the pain is enduring, consistent and regular. Diction that 
highlights time is also a feature — ‘all day’, ‘might take me a little time’ — emphasising the slow progression of pain. 
Clearly, the persona remains haunted by the grief and suffering of unrequited love, even if he denies it at first. (Turn) The 
pain of unrequited love is similarly underscored in Poem B through a similar method. B uses more naturalistic imagery — 
‘subtracting till my fingers drop’ and the ‘god’ of the ‘sting’ a ‘goblin bee’ inflicts. This perhaps shows an even more realistic 
pain felt as compared to the persona in Poem A — the pain is presented as felt in real life, and not a contemplation of ‘hell’ 
and ‘stars’. The rhyme scheme is also consistent in B, to similarly showcase how unrequited love, though painful, seems 
impossible to break away from. Time is portrayed however as more drawn out in B than A — ‘fall’ lengthens to ‘year’, 
‘centuries’ and finally the entirety of ‘life’. This perhaps highlights the willingness of the persona in B to wait an eternity for 
her lover and so, to endure more pain than A’s ‘all day’. (Sum) Even though both poems portray unrequited love as a cause 
for sorrow and suffering, Poem B reflects a persistence despite love being unrequited, contrasting the acknowledgement 
of ‘hell’ and a desire to overcome such pain conveyed in Poem A. Ong Ching Hui, 2T01 (2014) 

Continued on next page
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EXAMPLES

(TS) Both poems present a sense of time in their opening lines to portray the potential of spring coming. Poem A however 
employs a caustic tone in condemning spring’s return as futile, with its beauty apparently worthless. This can be seen in the 
rhetorical question, ‘To what purpose, April, do you return again?’ where ‘return again’ implies a condescending, 
disappointed tone that suggests the persona’s dissatisfaction and gloom towards the coming of spring. Furthermore, the 
use of emphatic language in ‘beauty is not enough’ and ‘I know what I know’, alongside the absolute diction of ‘not’ and 
‘know’ reinforce the speaker’s severe view of spring’s hopelessness, suggesting that its beauty will not cover the reality of 
death and decay. (Turn) In contrast, Poem B sets up a mood of hope towards spring, seeing it as a season of growth and 
potential. This can be seen in its references to time passing and passive syntax in ‘The fields are snowbound no longer’ and 
‘The snow has been caught up into the sky’, which convey the idea that winter has been rendered obsolete and ineffectual. 
(Sum) In comparison to A’s harsh dismissal of spring and obsession with death, Poem B celebrates the passing of winter 
and decay, centring upon the vitality of spring instead. Sarah Lim, 2T02 (2014) 

(TS) Sound is employed in both poems to achieve largely different effects. ‘Those Winter Sundays’ utilises hard, plosive 
consonants of ‘a’ and ‘k’ sounds in ‘blueblack’, ‘cracked’, ‘ached’, ‘banked’, ‘thanked’ and ‘breaking’. The stressed syllables 
draw attention to the hard work that the speaker’s father endured for the family and the tone of the poem consequently 
brings out the speaker’s awareness of this anguish in his father’s ‘cracked’ and ‘ach(ing)’ body. The reader thus sympathises 
with the father even more because of these hard sounds, which cause a kind of cognitive dissonance. (Turn) However, 
sound in ‘Piano’, in the form of alliteration and feminine rhyme, reflects a rather bittersweet attitude sustained throughout 
the poem. Unlike the harsh sounds in Poem A, the feminine rhyme in ‘tingling strings’ has a magical quality, imbuing the 
dream the persona has with calming, euphonious music. These sounds are associated with the innocence of childhood, 
which the speaker seems to have lost. In addition, the alliteration in ‘smiles as she sings’, which has a soft quality in its 
sibilant ’s’ sounds, triggers the reader to imagine the speaker’s mother as angel-like and ethereal, which in contrast to A, is 
comforting and protective. (Sum) The overarching mood towards childhood memory cannot be more different in the two 
poems. The sounds in ‘Those Winter Sundays’ enhance the anguish brought about by the memory of his father, whereas 
the sounds in ‘Piano’ portray a sense of longing, of wanting to return to the past. Teresa Pereira, 2T02 (2013) 

(TS) Both writers employ highly visual images to conclude their exploration of regret. In Poem A, the image of the 
‘beautiful mother’ lingers in the reader’s mind largely because of the continuous action of ‘waving’ which echoes and adds 
another layer of meaning to the title. The reader seems to be positioned in the point-of-view of the persona as she 
watches or perhaps imagines the entire scene of mother-child relations. The beauty or desirability of the scene conveys 
the persona’s envy and intense longing for the ‘children’, possibly presenting regret as an emotion linked to jealousy. (Turn) 
On the other hand, the concluding images in Poem B are made visual by the use of adjectives like ‘starveling’ and adverbs 
like ‘suddenly / miraculously’, which further refine the sense of homecoming for the reader. Instead of beauty, Poem B 
offers a first suffering and then heart-warming image which adds to the previous image of ‘the last bus bring[ing] / love to 
lover’, possibly presenting regret as a realisation of sorts that marks a new beginning and thus, hope for the future. This is 
quite different from the sense of division or distance between reality and desire in Poem A, made evident by the 
irreversible contrast between the location of the persona in the ‘sea’ where ‘the sun has gone’ and the family she longs for. 
(Sum) While the beach in Poem A is ‘still bright’, this image does not offer the hope we see in Poem B; the contrasting 
dualities of land and sea, darkness and light present despair at the lack of fulfilment. Perhaps, the nature of regret is such 
that it is burdensome yet necessary, and maybe even a ‘small comfort’ for each and everyone of us. Isabella Oh, 2T11 (2010)
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   Circle  

"  

A   B

TOPIC  
SENTENCE 

Introduce ideas and/or methods of one or both poems 

SUMMATIVE 
COMPARISON 
Compare the purpose of both poems

TURN 
Compare an idea / effect from B  

to an idea / effect from A

HOW 
Identify method 

Cite relevant evidence 
Closely analyse effects 

(Comparison not required)

WHY 
Interpret purpose: 

ideas or effect  
on reader 

(WHAT)

(WHAT) (WHY)

HOW 
Identify method 

Cite relevant evidence 
Closely analyse effects 

(Link back to Poem A)

WHY 
Interpret purpose: 

ideas or effect  
on reader 

(Link back to Poem A)

EXPLANATION

This is an alternate representation of paragraph structure for the visually inclined. The W-H-Y structure remains: move 
from W-H-Y for Poem A to W-H-Y for Poem B. Note the clear division between the two poems in our discussion. Avoid 
constantly switching between the two (i.e. A-B-A-B). The ‘W’ for Poem B appears as the turn — to smoothly transit from 
A to B, we should link the purpose of A (‘Y’) to our discussion of Poem B. 

The arrows then represent the points where you must compare the two poems: at the turn, when you analyse the effects 
of B and when you interpret the purpose of B. Remember that this is just a ‘link back’ (e.g. unlike Poem A); avoid 
elaborating at length on A or providing a ‘new’ method or idea on A. Your paragraph should flow thus: 

What (A or A+B) > How (A) > Why (A) > Turn (A+B) > How (B), linking to A > Why (B), linking to A > Why (A+B)
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Conclusions  

OBJECTIVE 

Conclusions are mostly used to summarise key points but we want more. End your essay on an inspired, rousing note — 
elaborate on your personal response to both poems, expressing what you think both poems say about the theme. This 
should extend or reinforce the ‘thesis’ in your introduction and the ‘purpose’ section in your paragraphs.

ELEMENTS

1. Restate overall similarity or difference in effects and purpose of both poems. 
2. Offer a personal response to the theme after reading both poems. What do they ‘say’ to you? (PR) 

- Alternatively, which poem are you more inclined towards, on the basis of its ideas and effects? 
- Alternatively, how has reading one poem shaped or altered your view of the other?

EXAMPLES

In conclusion, both poems acknowledge that death is inevitable and inescapable. After all, every beginning must have an 
end. (PR) What one can choose is their attitude towards it, either regret and frustration as seen in B or to smile in one’s 
autumn and consider every silver of light a blessing as reflected in A. Personally, I prefer the latter. Jaime Ch’ng, 2T18 (2014) 

In conclusion, while both poems invite readers to reflect upon their own perceptions and ways of seeking happiness, the 
way in which they present happiness greatly differ. Poem A reveals that it is an underlying, vulnerable human emotion of 
fear that makes attaining happiness a labyrinth, hence appealing to readers to reconsider the ultimate goal, while Poem B 
can be read as an outcry of suppressed feelings that have been undermined by social obligations. (PR) Presented as both a 
masquerade of euphoria in B and a source of fear in A, one is indeed left to ponder if our putative aspiration in life — 
happiness — is indeed a bed of roses. Puan Pei Ying, 2T08 (2013) 

While both poems portray a sense of sadness in relation to the ending of summer, their shared dismay is in relation to 
different aspects of this end, be it a lamentation that summer is over and they are missing the joy of the past, or that it is 
over and that they must soon prepare for what comes after. (PR) In their iconic use of summer as a metaphor, both poems 
reflect upon the transient nature of time with grief and remorse. Ariaga Mucek, 2T37 (2013) 

Poem A shows a more reflective and reluctant parent accepting that her child has walked away and left her maternal 
shelter. Poem B, however, shows a child venturing out into the world, unsure without any  maternal shelter; just because it 
seems like the thing to do, he embraces his new life without ever ‘slipping up’. (PR) Both poems do show that parent and 
child are bound to be separated one day and that all children, no matter how much their parent loves them, will have to be 
‘set free’. Letting one’s child go  may be hard, but if a parent does not, the child will never learn to live independently and 
in this sense, it is indeed love to let go. Natasha Ng, 2T18 (2014) 

Poem A establishes the mother as the dominant figure in the relationship, always reminding us of her actions for the child. 
Emotions pour out in the poem, aided by the persona’s assertive tone which is intense and even overpowering, presenting 
to the reader a mother’s over-possessive love and desire to always keep her child by her side. Poem B however places the 
child as the figure of importance, where the mother serves as support. The tone is far gentler, showing a much more liberal 
love where the mother trusts the child to strike out on its own, giving it freedom and supporting the child. (PR) Hence, 
both poems bring out the beauty and wonder of motherhood, yet differ in the types of love that exist in the relationship 
between mother and child. Darren Lai, 2T30 (2014)
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2007 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Compare and contrast the following poems, considering in detail ways in which your responses are 
shaped by the writers’ language, style and form. Poem A is by Robert Graves and Poem B is by 
Stevie Smith.

A A SLICE OF WEDDING CAKE

B MARRIAGE I THINK

Why have such scores of lovely, gifted girls
Married impossible men?

Simple self-sacrifice may be ruled out,
And missionary endeavour, nine times out of ten.

Repeat ‘impossible men’: not merely rustic,
Foul-tempered or depraved

(Dramatic foils chosen to show the world
How well women behave, and always have behaved).

Impossible men: idle, illiterate,
Self-pitying, dirty, sly,

For whose appearance even in City parks
Excuses must be made to casual passers-by.

Has God’s supply of tolerable husbands
Fallen, in fact, so low?

Or do I always over-value woman
At the expense of man?

           Do I?
        It might be so. 

5
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Marriage I think
For women
Is the best of opiates.
It kills the thoughts,
That think about the thoughts,
It is the best of opiates.
So said Maria.
But too long in solitude she’d dwelt,
And too long her thoughts had felt
Their strength. So when the man drew near,
Out popped her thoughts and covered him with fear.
Poor Maria!
Better that she had kept her thoughts on a chain,
For now she’s alone again and all in pain;
She sighs for the man that went and the thoughts that stay
To trouble her dreams by night and her dreams by day.

5
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2007 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Compare and contrast the following poems. Poem A is by Tony Harrison and Poem B is by 
Elizabeth Bishop. Consider carefully the way each poet’s language and style presents loss and 
grief.

A LONG DISTANCE II

B ONE ART

Though my mother was already two years dead
Dad kept her slippers warming by the gas,
put hot water bottles her side of the bed
and still went to renew her transport pass.

You couldn’t just drop in. You had to phone.
He’d put you off an hour to give him time
to clear away her things and look alone
as though his still raw love were such a crime.

He couldn’t risk my blight of disbelief
though sure that very soon he’d hear her key
scrape in the rusted lock and end his grief.
He knew she’d just popped out to get the tea.

I believe life ends with death, and that is all.
You haven’t both gone shopping; just the same,
in my new black leather phone book there’s your name
and the disconnected number I still call.
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The art of losing isn’t hard to master;
so many things seem filled with the intent
to be lost that their loss is no disaster.

Lose something every day. Accept the fluster
of lost door keys, the hour badly spent.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

Then practice losing farther, losing faster:
places, and names, and where it was you meant
to travel. None of these will bring disaster.

I lost my mother’s watch. And look! my last, or
next-to-last, of three loved houses went.
The art of losing isn’t hard to master.

I lost two cities, lovely ones. And, vaster,
some realms I owned, two rivers, a continent,
I miss them, but it wasn’t a disaster.

—Even losing you (the joking voice, a gesture
I love) I shan’t have lied. It’s evident
the art of losing’s not to hard to master
though it may look like (Write it!) like disaster.  

5
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2008 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Compare and contrast the following poems, ‘To My Mother’ by George Barker and ‘Father’ by 
Elaine Feinstein. Pay close attention to ways in which language, imagery and verse form contribute 
to each poet’s portrayal of a parent.

A TO MY MOTHER

B FATHER

1 Rabelais: writer, famous for descriptions of an ‘eat, drink and be merry’ lifestyle.

Most near, most dear, most loved and most far,
Under the window where I often found her
Sitting as huge as Asia, seismic with laughter,
Gin and chicken helpless in her Irish hand,

Irresistible as Rabelais1, but most tender for
The lame dogs and hurt birds that surround her—
She is a procession no one can follow after
But be like a little dog following a brass band.

She will not glance up at the bomber, or condescend
To drop her gin and scuttle to a cellar,
But lean on the mahogany table like a mountain
Whom only faith can move, and so I send
O all my faith, and all my love to tell her
That she will move from mourning into morning.

5
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The wood trade in his hands
At sixtyone back at the sawbench,
My stubborn father sands and planes
Birchwood for kitchen chairs.

All my childhood he was a rich man
Unguarded purchaser
Of salmon trout, off-season strawberries
And spring in Switzerland.

Bully to prudish aunts
Whose niggard habits taught them to assess
Honest advantage, without rhetoric:
His belly laughter overbore their tutting.

Still boss of his own shop
He labours in the chippings without grudge
Loading the heavy tables,
Shabby and powerful as an old bus.

5
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2008 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Compare and contrast the following poems, ‘Interruption to a Journey’ by Norman MacCaig and 
‘Travelling through the Dark’ by William Stafford. Pay close attention to the ways each poet’s 
language and style are used to present the deaths in the poems.

A INTERRUPTION TO A JOURNEY

B TRAVELLING THROUGH THE DARK

The hare we had run over
Bounced along the road
On the springing curve
Of its spine.

Cornfields breathed in the darkness,
We were going through the darkness and
The breathing cornfields from one
Important place to another.

We broke the hare’s neck
And made that place, for a moment,
The most important place there was,
Where a bowstring was cut
And a bow broken forever
That had shot itself through so many
Darknesses and cornfields.

It was left in that landscape.
It left us in another.
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Travelling through the dark I found a deer
dead on the edge of the Wilson River road.
It is usually best to roll them into the canyon:
that road is narrow; to swerve might make more dead.

By the glow of the tail-light I stumbled back of the car
and stood by the heap, a doe, a recent killing;
she had stiffened already, almost cold.
I dragged her off; she was large in the belly.

My fingers touching her side brought me the reason—
her side was warm; her fawn lay there waiting,
alive, still, never to be born.
Beside that mountain road I hesitated.

The car aimed ahead its lowered parking lights;
under the hood purred the steady engine.
I stood in the glare of the warm exhaust turning red;
around our group I could hear the wilderness listen.

I thought hard for all of us—my only swerving—
then pushed her over the edge into the river.
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2009 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Compare and contrast the following poems, considering in detail ways in which your responses are 
shaped by the writers’ language, style and form.

A OUT OF DANGER

B THE END OF LOVE

Heart be kind and sign the release
As the trees their loss approve.
Learn as leaves must learn to fall
Out of danger, out of love.

What belongs to frost and thaw
Sullen winter will not harm.
What belongs to wind and rain
Is out of danger from the storm.

Jealous passion, cruel need
Betray the heart they feed upon.
But what belongs to earth and death
Is out of danger from the sun.

I was cruel, I was wrong—
Hard to say and hard to know.
You do not belong to me.
You are out of danger now—

Out of danger from the wind,
Out of danger from the wave,
Out of danger from the heart
Falling, falling out of love.

James Fenton
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The end of love should be a big event.
It should involve the hiring of a hall.
Why the hell not? It happens to us all.
Why should it pass without acknowledge?

Suits should be dry-cleaned, invitations sent.
Whatever form it takes—a tiff, a brawl—
The end of love should be a big event.
It should involve the hiring of a hall.

Better than the unquestioning descent
Into the trap of silence, than the crawl
From visible to hidden, door to wall.

Get the announcements made, the money spent.
The end of love should be a big event.
It should involve the hiring of a hall. 

Sophie Hannah
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2009 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Compare and contrast the following poems, considering in detail ways in which your responses are 
shaped by the writers’ language, style and form. 

A LYING IN A HAMMOCK
AT WILLIAM DUFFY’S FARM
IN PINE ISLAND, MINNESOTA

B SWINEHERD

1 lay-sister: housekeeper in a convent

Over my head, I see the bronze butterfly,
Asleep on the black trunk,
Blowing like a leaf in green shadow.
Down the ravine behind the empty house,
The cowbells follow one another
Into the distances of the afternoon.
To my right,
In a field of sunlight between two pines,
The droppings of last year’s horses
Blaze up into golden stones.
I lean back, as the evening darkens and comes on.
A chicken hawk floats over, looking for home.
I have wasted my life.

James Wright
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When all this is over, said the swineherd,
I mean to retire, where
Nobody will have heard about my special skills
And conversation is mainly about the weather.

I intend to learn how to make coffee, at least as well
As the Portuguese lay-sister1 in the kitchen
And polish the brass fenders every day.
I want to lie awake at night
Listening to cream crawling to the top of the jug
And the water lying soft in the cistern.

I want to see an orchard where the trees grow in straight lines
And the yellow fox finds shelter between the navy-blue trunks,
Where it gets dark early in summer
And the apple-blossom is allowed to wither on the bough.

Eilean Ni Chuilleanain
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2010 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of abandoned rooms.

A ROOMS

B HOME IS SO SAD

I remember rooms that have had their part
In the steady slowing down of the heart.
The room in Paris, the room at Geneva,
The little damp room with the seaweed smell,
And that ceaseless maddening sound of the tide—
Rooms where for good or for ill—things died.
But there is the room where we (two) lie dead,
Though every morning we seem to wake and might as just well seem to sleep 

again
As we shall somewhere in the other quieter, dustier bed
Out there in the sun—in the rain.

Charlotte Mew (1869 – 1928)
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Home is so sad. It stays as it was left,
Shaped to the comfort of the last to go
As if to win them back. Instead, bereft
Of anyone to please, it withers so,
Having no heart to put aside the theft

And turn again to what it started as,
A joyous shot at how things ought to be,
Long fallen wide. You can see how it was:
Look at the pictures and the cutlery.
The music in the piano stool. That vase.

Philip Larkin (1922 – 1985)
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2010 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of a hopeful love.

A SPELL

B BALLAD OF A SHADOW

If, at your desk, you push aside your work,
take down a book, turn to this verse
and read that I kneel there, pressing
my ear where on your chest the muscles
arch as great books part, in seagull curves,
bridging the seasounds of your heart,

and that your hands run through my hair,
draw the wayward mass to strands
as flat as scarlet silk-thread bookmarks,
and stroke my cheeks as if smoothing
back the tissue leaves from chilly,
plated pages, and pull me near

to read my eyes alone, then you shall see,
silvered and monochrome, yourself,
sitting at your desk, taking down a book,
turning to this verse, and then, my love,
you shall not know which one of us is reading
now, which writing, and which written.

Kate Clanchy (1965 –)
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Take from me my voice and I shall voiceless go
to find you; take from me my face,
I’ll treck the hills invisibly,
my strength, and I shall run but keep no pace.

Even in cities, take the sense with which I reason
and I shall seek, but close it in your heart,
keep this and forget this,
and this, when we’re apart,

will be the shadow game of love.
And I shall love in secret
and I shall love in crowds
and love in darkness, in the quiet

outlet of shadows, and in cities
as a ghost walking unnoticed,
and love with books, using their pages like a wind,
not reading, and with people, latticed

by words but through the lattice loving.
And when at last my love is understood,
with you I shall not love but breathe
and turn by breathing into flesh and blood.

Alice Oswald (1966 –)
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2011 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems. Pay close attention to ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of a sense of mystery.

A

B THE THREAD

But often, in the world’s most crowded streets,
But often, in the din of strife,
There rises an unspeakable desire
After the knowledge of our buried life;
A thirst to spend our fire and restless force
In tracking out our true, original course;
A longing to inquire
Into the mystery of this heart which beats
So wild, so deep in us—to know
Whence our lives come and where they go.
And many a man in his own breast then delves,
But deep enough, alas ! none ever mines.
And we have been on many thousand lines,
And we have shown, on each, spirit and power;
But hardly have we, for one little hour,
Been on our own line, have we been ourselves—
Hardly had skill to utter one of all
The nameless feelings that course through our breast,
But they course on for ever unexpress’d.

From ‘The Buried Life’, Matthew Arnold (1822–1888)
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Something is very gently,
invisibly, silently,
pulling at me – a thread
or net of threads
finer than cobwebs and as
elastic. I haven’t tried
the strength of it. No barbed hook
pierced and tore me. Was it
not long ago this thread
began to draw me? Or
way back? Was I
born with its knot about my
neck, a bridle? Not fear
but a stirring
of wonder makes me
catch my breath when I feel
the tug of it when I thought
it had loosened itself and gone.

Denise Levertov (1923–1997)
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2011 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems. Pay close attention to ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of endurance.

A THE SERF

B A PEASANT

1 somnambulist: sleepwalker
2 mangels: root vegetables.

His naked skin clothed in the torrid mist
That puffs in smoke around the patient hooves,
The ploughman drives, a slow somnambulist,
And through the green his crimson furrow grooves.
His heart, more deeply than he wounds the plain,
Long by the rasping share of insult torn,
Red clod, to which the war-cry once was rain
And tribal spears the fatal sheaves of corn,
Lies fallow now. But as the turf divides
I see in the slow progress of his strides
Over the toppled clods and falling flowers,
The timeless, surly patience of the serf
That moves the nearest to the naked earth
And ploughs down palaces, and thrones, and towers.

Roy Campbell (1901–1957)
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Iago Prytherch his name, though, be it allowed,
Just an ordinary man of the bald Welsh hills,
Who pens a few sheep in a gap of cloud.
Docking mangels2, chipping the green skin
From the yellow bones with a half-witted grin
Of satisfaction, or churning the crude earth
To a stiff sea of clods that glint in the wind –
So are his days spent, his spittled mirth
Rarer than the sun that cracks the cheeks
Of the gaunt sky perhaps once in a week.
And then at night see him fixed in his chair
Motionless, except when he leans to gob in the fire.
There is something frightening in the vacancy of his mind.
His clothes, sour with years of sweat
And animal contact, shock the refined,
But affected, sense with their stark naturalness.
Yet this is your prototype, who, season by season
Against siege of rain and the wind’s attrition,
Preserves his stock, an impregnable fortress
Not to be stormed even in death’s confusion.
Remember him, then, for he, too, is a winner of wars,
Enduring like a tree under the curious stars.

R. S. Thomas (1913–2000)
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2012 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, paying close attention to ways in which 
language, style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of a woman contemplating 
motherhood.

A WOMAN TO CHILD

B FREIGHT

1 references to two nonsense poems for children in which characters go to sea 

You who were darkness warmed my flesh  
where out of darkness rose the seed.  
Then all a world I made in me;  
all the world you hear and see  
hung upon my dreaming blood.  
 
There moved the multitudinous stars,  
and coloured birds and fishes moved.  
There swam the sliding continents.  
All time lay rolled in me, and sense,  
and love that knew not its beloved.  
 
O node and focus of the world;  
I hold you deep within that well  
you shall escape and not escape— 
that mirrors still your sleeping shape;  
that nurtures still your crescent cell.  
 
I wither and you break from me;  
yet though you dance in living light  
I am the earth, I am the root,  
I am the stem that fed the fruit,  
the link that joins you to the night.

Judith Wright (1915 – 2000)
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I am the ship in which you sail,
little dancing bones,
your passage between the dream
and the waking dream,
your sieve, your pea-green boat.1
I’ll pay whatever your ferry needs.
and you, whose history already charted
in a rope of cells, be tender to
those other unnamed vessels
who will surprise you one day,
tug-tugging, irresistible,
and float you out beyond your depth,
where you’ll look down, puzzled, amazed.

Maura Dooley (1957 – )
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2012 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, paying particular attention to ways in which 
language, style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the value of a life.

A INTERLUDES III

B A DEATH TO US

Writing, I crushed an insect with my nail  
And thought nothing at all. A bit of wing  
Caught my eye then, a gossamer so frail

And exquisite, I saw in it a thing  
That scorned the grossness of the thing I wrote. 
It hung upon my finger like a sting.

A leg I noticed next, fine as a mote,
'And on this frail eyelash he walked,' I said,
'And climbed and walked like any mountain-goat.'

And in this mood I sought the little head,
But it was lost; then in my heart a fear
Cried out, 'A life—why beautiful, why dead!'

It was a mite that held itself most dear,
So small I could have drowned it with a tear.

Karl Shapiro (1913 – 2000)
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A tiny fly fell down on my page
Shivered, lay down, and died on my page.

I threw his body onto the floor
That had laid its frail life next to mine.

His death then became an intrusion on
My action; he claimed himself as my victim.

His speck of body accused me there
Without an action, of his small brown death.

And I think now as I barely perceive him
That his purpose became in dying, a demand

For a murderer of his casual body.
So I must give his life a meaning

So I must carry his death about me
Like a large fly, like a large frail purpose.

Jon Silkin (1923 – 1987)
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2013 ‘A’ Level Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of cats.

A CATS

B CATS

Cats no less liquid than their shadows
Offer no angles to the wind.
They slip, diminished, neat through loopholes
Less than themselves; will not be pinned

To rules or routes for journeys; counter
Attack with non-resistance; twist
Enticing through the curving fingers
And leave an angered empty fist.

They wait obsequious as darkness
Quick to retire, quick to return;
Admit no aim or ethics; flatter
With reservations; will not learn

To answer to their names; are seldom
Truly owned till shot or skinned.
Cats no less liquid than their shadows
Offer no angles to the wind.

A.S.J. Tessimond (1902–1962)
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Lovers and austere dons are equally
(In their maturity) attached to cats —
Cats soft but cruel, emperors of flats,
Touchy like these and like those sedentary.

Friends of the sensual, the cerebral,
They seek the quiet and horror of the dark;
If they had ever bent their pride to work
They might have pulled the funeral cars of hell.

Asleep they take the noble attitude
Of the great sphinxes that appear to brood,
Stretched in the wastes, in dreams that have no end;

Their loins are electric with fecundity,
And particles of gold, like finest sand,
Star vaguely their unfathomable eye.

Roy Fuller (1912—1991)
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2013 ‘A’ Level Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of grief.

A 

Edna St. Vincent Millay (1892 — 1950)

B NO TIME

R. S. Thomas (1913 — 2000)

Time does not bring relief; you all have lied   

Who told me time would ease me of my pain!   

I miss him in the weeping of the rain;   

I want him at the shrinking of the tide;

The old snows melt from every mountain-side,   

And last year’s leaves are smoke in every lane;   

But last year’s bitter loving must remain

Heaped on my heart, and my old thoughts abide.   

There are a hundred places where I fear   

To go,—so with his memory they brim.   

And entering with relief some quiet place   

Where never fell his foot or shone his face   

I say, 'There is no memory of him here!'   

And so stand stricken, so remembering him.
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She left me. What voice

colder than the wind

out of the grave said:

‘It is over? Impalpable,

invisible, she comes

to me still, as she would

do, and I at my reading.

There is a tremor

of light, as of a bird crossing

the sun’s path, and I look

up in recognition

of a presence in absence.

Not a word, not a sound,

as she goes her way,

but a scent lingering

which is that of time immolating

itself in love’s fire.
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2013 ‘A’ Level Specimen Paper (Revised Syllabus) Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each writer’s portrayal of the process of writing a poem.

A CLEANING DAY

Judith Wright (1915–2000)

B DETAIL

Eamon Grennan (1941–)

I carried rubbish down

until the house was clean,

cupboards scoured, shelves ransacked and bare.

High the heap grew;

I struck the match and blew

while the flame sulked against the idle air.


Sheltered, coaxed and fed,

slowly it caught and spread

till I could stand and watch its upward stream —

the gesture, the intent

spiralling, violent

dance that began around the core of flame.


Humble and worn-out things

put up their scarlet wings.

To new and pure sprang up the grey and old;

until a self-made wind

eddied within my mind

and drew it upward in a heat of gold.


O fire the poets know,

I kneel, I strike, I blow.
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I was watching a robin fly after a finch—the smaller

chirping with excitement, the bigger, its breast blazing, silent

in light-winged earnest chase—when, out of nowhere

over the chimneys and the shivering front gardens,

flashes a sparrowhawk headlong, a light brown burn

scorching the air from which it simply plucks

like a ripe fruit the stopped robin, whose two or three

cheeps of terminal surprise twinkle in the silence

closing over the empty street when the birds have gone

about their business, and I began to understand

how a poem can happen: you have your eye on a small

elusive detail, pursuing its music, when a terrible truth

strikes and your heart cries out, being carried off.
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2013 ‘A’ Level Specimen Paper (Revised Syllabus) Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the effects of money.

A WAGES

D. H. Lawrence (1885-1930)

B MONEY

Charles Sisson (1914-2003)

1 jail-bird
2 a summary of a company’s historical and financial information  

The wages of work is cash.
The wages of cash is want more cash.
The wages of want more cash is vicious competition.
The wages of vicious competition is — the world we live in.

The work-cash-want circle is the viciousest circle
that ever turned men into fiends.

Earning a wage is a prison occupation
and a wage-earner is a sort of gaol-bird1.
Earning a salary is a prison overseer's job,
a gaoler instead of a gaol-bird.

Living on your income is strolling grandly outside the prison
in terror lest you have to go in. And since the work-prison covers
almost every scrap of the living earth, you stroll up and down
on a narrow beat, about the same as a prisoner taking his exercise.

This is called universal freedom.
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I was led into captivity by the bitch business
Not in love but in what seemed a physical necessity
And now I cannot even watch the spring
The itch for subsistence and having become responsibility.

Money the she-devil comes to us under many veils
Tactful at first, calling herself beauty
Tear away this disguise, she proposes paternal solitude
Assuming the dishonest face of duty. 

Suddenly you are in bed with a screeching tear-sheet2
This is money at last without her night-dress
Clutching you against her fallen udders and sharp bones
In an unscrupulous and deserved embrace.
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2013 ‘A’ Level (Revised Syllabus) Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of childhood separation.

A WALKING AWAY

C. Day Lewis (published 1962)

It is eighteen years ago, almost to the day –
A sunny day with leaves just turning,
The touch-lines new-ruled – since I watched you play
Your first game of football, then, like a satellite
Wrenched from its orbit, go drifting away

Behind a scatter of boys. I can see
You walking away from me towards the school
With the pathos of a half-fledged thing set free
Into a wilderness, the gait of one
Who finds no path where the path should be.

That hesitant figure, eddying away
Like a winged seed loosened from its parent stem,
Has something I never quite grasp to convey
About nature’s give-and-take – the small, the scorching
Ordeals which fire one’s irresolute clay.

I have had worse partings, but none that so
Gnaws at my mind still.  Perhaps it is roughly
Saying what God alone could perfectly show –
How selfhood begins with a walking away,
And love is proved in the letting go.
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B SCRATCHES

Hugo Williams (published 1982)

My mother scratched the soles of my shoes 
to stop me slipping  
when I went away to school.

I didn’t think a few scratches 
with a pair of scissors 
was going to be enough.

I was walking on ice, 
my arms stretched out. 
I didn’t know where I was going.

Her scratches soon disappeared  
when I started sliding  
down those polished corridors.

I slid into class. 
I slid across the hall into the changing-room. 
I never slipped up.

I learnt how to skate along with an aeroplane  
or a car, looking ordinary, 
pretending to have fun.

I learnt how long a run I needed  
to carry me as far as the gym 
in time for Absences.

I turned as I went, 
my arms stretched out to catch the door jamb  
as I went flying past.
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2013 ‘A’ Level (Revised Syllabus) Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s presentation of the snail.

A SNAIL

Denise Levertov (published 1972)

Burden, grace,
artifice coiled
brittle on my back, integral,

I thought to crawl
out of you,

yearned for the worm’s
lowly freedom that can go

under earth and whose
slow arrow pierces
the thick of dark

but in my shell
my life was,

and when I knew it
I remembered

my eyes adept to witness
air and harsh light

and look all ways.
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B CONSIDERING THE SNAIL

Thom Gunn (published 1961) 

The snail pushes through a green  
night, for the grass is heavy 
with water and meets over 
the bright path he makes, where rain  
has darkened the earth's dark. He  
moves in a wood of desire, 
 
pale antlers barely stirring  
as he hunts. I cannot tell  
what power is at work, drenched there  
with purpose, knowing nothing. 
What is a snail's fury? All  
I think is that if later 
 
I parted the blades above  
the tunnel and saw the thin  
trail of broken white across 
litter, I would never have  
imagined the slow passion  
to that deliberate progress. 
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2014 ‘A’ Level (Revised Syllabus) Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of ageing.

A MEN IMPROVE WITH THE YEARS

W. B. Yeats (1865–1939)

1 triton: ancient Greek mythological sea god 

I am worn out with dreams;
A weather-worn, marble triton1

Among the streams;
And all day long I look
Upon this lady's beauty
As though I had found in a book
A pictured beauty,
Pleased to have filled the eyes
Or the discerning ears,
Delighted to be but wise,
For men improve with the years;
And yet, and yet,
Is this my dream, or the truth?
O would that we had met
When I had my burning youth!
But I grow old among dreams,
A weather-worn, marble triton
Among the streams.
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B MEN AT FORTY

Donald Justice (1925–2004) 

Men at forty 
Learn to close softly 
The doors to rooms they will not be 
Coming back to. 

At rest on a stair landing, 
They feel it 
Moving beneath them now like the deck of a ship, 
Though the swell is gentle. 

And deep in mirrors 
They rediscover 
The face of the boy as he practices trying 
His father’s tie there in secret 

And the face of that father, 
Still warm with the mystery of lather. 
They are more fathers than sons themselves now. 
Something is filling them, something 

That is like the twilight sound 
Of the crickets, immense, 
Filling the woods at the foot of the slope 
Behind their mortgaged houses. 
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2014 ‘A’ Level (Revised Syllabus) Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of married love.

A MODERN LOVE

Douglas Dunn (born 1942)

B THE KNIFE

Michael Laskey (born 1944) 

It is summer, and we are in a house
That is not ours, sitting at a table
Enjoying minutes of a rented silence,
The upstairs people gone. The pigeons lull
To sleep the under-tens and invalids,
The tree shakes out its shadows to the grass,
The roses rove through the wilds of my neglect.
Our lives flap, and we have no hope of better
Happiness than this, not much to show for love
Than how we are, or how this evening is,
Unpeopled, silent, and where we are alive
In a domestic love, seemingly alone,
All other lives worn down to trees and sunlight,
Looking forward to a visit from the cat.
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You brought it with you to the marriage 
I think, already in your kitchen drawer 
in Savernake Road when we first 
pooled our possessions. A perfectly 
ordinary kitchen knife: the two 
rivets through the dark stained wood 
of the handle still holding the blade 
firmly after twenty years. Signs 
of wear though, as you’d expect: the tip 
broken off — used as a lever once 
too often — a nick in the edge 
and the brown handle mottled, streaked 
unevenly where the wood dye's leached. 
I like it sharp: gritting my teeth 
I grind it between steel wheels 
now and again, scare my thumb. 
It fits my fist, loves stringing beans, 
slicing onions, tomatoes, courgettes. 
Who'd have thought it would come to matter 
so much to me, this small knife 
you say now you're not sure was yours?
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2013 CJC JC2 Mid Year Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of labour.

W. D. Ehrhart (born 1948)

Robert Francis (1901–1987) 

A               THE FARMER

Each day I go into the fields
to see what is growing
and what remains to be done.
It is always the same thing: nothing
is growing, everything needs to be done.
Plow, harrow, disc, water, pray
till my bones ache and hands rub
blood-raw with honest labor—
all that grows is the slow
intransigent intensity of need.
I have sown my seed on soil
guaranteed by poverty to fail.
But I don’t complain—except
to passersby who ask me why
I work such barren earth.
They would not understand me
if I stooped to lift a rock
and hold it like a child, or laughed,
or told them it is their poverty
I labor to relieve. For them,
I complain. A farmer of dreams
knows how to pretend. A farmer of dreams
knows what it means to be patient.
Each day I go into the fields.
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B           THE GARDENER

I watch an old man working in his garden
Dealing life to plant and death to weed.
Of one he saves, of one destroys the seed.
He knows the weeds and not one will he pardon.
He bids the pea vines bloom and they obey.
He teaches them to climb. He tests a pod.
Much that another man might throw away
He saves, he forks it under for decay
To be another generation’s need.
This is his work to do. This is his day.
He makes all birth and growth and death his deed.
Slowly he moves, but slow is not delay.
He has all time to work. I watch him plod.
Old man, old man, who told you you were God?
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2013 CJC JC2 Mid Year Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to the poets’ portrayal of the relationship between mother and child.

A               ALZHEIMER’S

Chairs move by themselves, and books.
Grandchildren visit, stand
new and nameless, their faces’ puzzles
missing pieces. She's like a fish
 
in deep ocean, its body made of light.
She floats through rooms, through
my eyes, an old woman bereft
of chronicle, the parable of her life.
 
And though she’s almost a child
there's still blood between us:
I passed through her to arrive.
So I protect her from knives,
 
stairs, from the street that calls
as rivers do, a summons to walk away,
to follow. And dress her,
demonstrate how buttons work,
 
when she sometimes looks up
and says my name, the sound arriving
like the trill of a bird so rare
it’s rumored no longer to exist.

Bob Hicok
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B           HAVE WE HAD EASTER YET

‘Who are you?’ asks my mother.
‘If you're looking after me
I ought to know your name.’
 
I show her me when I was small,
A faded photograph.
‘That’s Bobbins,’ she says instantly.
 
‘I wonder where she is, she never comes to see me.’
I go away. To get my mother's lunch.
‘How good it looks. Please thank the cook.’
 
Later I find it in the bin.
‘I didn't know who'd cooked it,
So I had those custard creams.’
 
She smiles at me with faded, muddled eyes
And says my name,
Then struggles off on shaky legs,
 
Looks for her stick,
Opens the outside door,
Calls home dead dogs.

Alison Pryde
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2013 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the death of a loved one.

1 Akhmatova – Russian poet; 2 Czerny – Austrian pianist; 3 accelerandos – fast musical passages; 
4 Julia Child – famous television chef  

A OUTGOING

Our answering machine still played your message,
and on the day you died Dad asked me to replace it.

I was chosen to save us the shame of dead you
answering calls. Hello, I have just shot myself. 

To leave a message for me, call hell. The clear cassette
lay inside the white machine like a tiny patient 

being monitored or a miniature glass briefcase
protecting the scroll of lost voices. Everything barely 

mattered and then no longer did. I pressed record
and laid my voice over yours, muting it forever
 
and even now. I’m sorry we are not here, I began.

Matt Rasmussen 
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B THE REVISIONIST DREAM

Well, she didn't kill herself that afternoon.
It was a mild day in October, we sat outside
over sandwiches. She said she had begun

to practice yoga, take piano lessons,
rewrite her drama rife with lust and pride
and so she didn't kill herself that afternoon,

hugged me, went home, cranked the garage doors open,
scuffed through the garish leaves, orange and red,
that brought on grief. She said she had begun

to translate Akhmatova, her handsome Russian
piano teacher rendering the word-for-word
so she didn't kill herself that afternoon.

She cooked for him, made quiche and coq au vin.
He stood the Czerny method on its head
while her fingers flew. She said she had begun

accelerandos, Julia Child, and some
expand-a-lung deep breaths to do in bed
so she didn't kill herself that afternoon.
We ate our sandwiches. The dream blew up at dawn.

Maxine W. Kumin
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2013 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which your 
response is shaped by the writers’ use of language, style and form.

1 a person or thing seen as tiny or insignificant
2 a constellation of many bright stars, said to represent a hunter holding a club 

A THE JOLLY COMPANY

The stars, a jolly company,
    I envied, straying late and lonely;
And cried upon their revelry:
    ‘O white companionship! You only
In love, in faith unbroken dwell,
Friends radiant and inseparable!’

Light-heart and glad they seemed to me
    And merry comrades (even so
God out of Heaven may laugh to see
    The happy crowds; and never know
That in his lone obscure distress
Each walketh in a wilderness).

But I, remembering, pitied well
    And loved them, who, with lonely light,
In empty infinite spaces dwell,
    Disconsolate. For, all the night,
I heard the thin gnat1-voices cry,
Star to faint star, across the sky. 

Rupert Brooke (1887–1915)
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B WINTER STARS

I went out at night alone;
 The young blood flowing beyond the sea
Seemed to have drenched my spirit’s wings—
 I bore my sorrow heavily.

But when I lifted up my head
 From shadows shaken on the snow,
I saw Orion2 in the east
 Burn steadily as long ago.

From windows in my father’s house,
 Dreaming my dreams on winter nights,
I watched Orion as a girl
 Above another city’s lights.

Years go, dreams go, and youth goes too,
 The world’s heart breaks beneath its wars,
All things are changed, save in the east
 The faithful beauty of the stars.

Sara Teasdale (1884–1933)
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2013 CJC JC2 Mock Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison on the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the end of love.

A PORTRAIT

It was a heartfelt game, when it began — 
polish and cook and sew and mend, contrive, 
move between sink and stove, keep flower-beds weeded — 
all her love needed was that it was needed, 
and merely living kept the blood alive.

Now an old habit leads from sink to stove, 
mends and keeps the house that looks like home, 
and waits in hunger dressed to look like love  
for the calm return of those who, when they come, 
remind her: this was a game, when it began.

Judith Wright (1915 – 2000)
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B ENDING

The love we thought would never stop 
now cools like a congealing chop. 
The kisses that were hot as curry 
are bird-pecks taken in a hurry.
The hands that held electric charges 
now lie inert as four moored barges. 
The feet that ran to meet a date  
are running slow and running late. 
The eyes that shone and seldom shut 
are victims of a power cut.
The parts that then transmitted joy 
are now reserved and cold and coy. 
Romance, expected once to stay, 
has left a note saying GONE AWAY.

Gavin Ewart (1916–1995)
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2013 CJC JC2 Mock Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the beauty of nature.

A THRUSHES

Tossed on the glittering air they soar and skim, 
Whose voices make the emptiness of light 
A windy palace. Quavering from the brim 
Of dawn, and bold with song at edge of night, 
They clutch their leafy pinnacles and sing 
Scornful of man, and from his toils aloof
Whose heart's a haunted woodland whispering; 
Whose thoughts return on tempest-baffled wing; 
Who hears the cry of God in everything, 
And storms the gate of nothingness for proof.

Siegfried Sassoon (1886–1967)
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B VOICES OF THE AIR

But then there comes that moment rare
When, for no cause that I can find,
The little voices of the air
Sound above all the sea and wind.

The sea and wind do then obey
And sighing, sighing double notes
Of double basses, content to play
A droning chord for the little throats—

The little throats that sing and rise
Up into the light with lovely ease
And a kind of magical, sweet surprise
To hear and know themselves for these—

For these little voices: the bee, the fly,
The leaf that taps, the pod that breaks,
The breeze on the grass-tops bending by,
The shrill quick sound that the insect makes.

Katherine Mansfield (1888–1923)
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2014 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which the use of 
language, style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of ageing.

1 Flowering plant that thrives in milder climates; can bloom in less harsh winters.

A GETTING OLDER

The first surprise: I like it.
Whatever happens now, some things
that used to terrify have not:

I didn’t die young, for instance. Or lose
my only love.  My three children
never had to run away from anyone.

Don’t tell me this gratitude is complacent.
We all approach the edge of the same blackness
which for me is silent.

Knowing as much sharpens
my delight in January freesia1

hot coffee, winter sunlight. So we say

as we lie close on some gentle occasion:
every day won from such
darkness is a celebration.

Elaine Feinstein (born 1930)
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2 A term used in hospitals for a patient who arrived at the hospital already dead and without hope of revival. 
3 Improvised Explosive Device: sometimes called ‘roadside bombs’ and often used in armed conflicts
4 Famous rock singer renowned for his hedonistic lifestyle involving drugs and alcohol. 
5 British slang term for cigarettes 

B NOT FOR ME A YOUNGMAN’S DEATH

Not for me a youngman’s death
Not a car crash, whiplash
John Doe, DOA2 at A&E kind of death.
Not a gun in hand, in a far off land
IED3 at the roadside death

Not a slow-fade, razor blade
bloodbath in the bath, death.
Jump under a train, Kurt Cobain4

bullet in the brain, death

Not a horse-riding paragliding
mountain climbing fall, death.
Motorcycle into an old stone wall
you know the kind of death, death

My nights are rarely unruly. My days
of allnight parties are over, well and truly.
No mistresses no red sports cars
no shady deals no gangland bars
no drugs no fags5 no rock‘n’roll
Time alone has taken its toll

Not for me a youngman's death
Not a domestic brawl, blood in the hall
knife in the chest, death.
Not a drunken binge, dirty syringe
'What a waste of a life' death.

Roger McGough (born 1937)
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2013 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of unrequited love.

6 The original name for the island of Tasmania, Australia.  

A THE MORE LOVING ONE

Looking up at the stars, I know quite well
That, for all they care, I can go to hell, 
But on earth indifference is the least
We have to dread from man or beast.

How should we like it were stars to burn
With a passion for us we could not return? 
If equal affection cannot be, 
Let the more loving one be me.

Admirer as I think I am
Of stars that do not give a damn,
I cannot, now I see them, say
I missed one terribly all day.

Were all stars to disappear or die, 
I should learn to look at an empty sky
And feel its total dark sublime, 
Though this might take me a little time.

W. H. Auden (1907 – 1973)
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B IF YOU WERE COMING IN THE FALL

If you were coming in the fall,
I'd brush the summer by
With half a smile and half a spurn,
As housewives do a fly.

If I could see you in a year,
I'd wind the months in balls,
And put them each in separate drawers,
Until their time befalls.

If only centuries delayed,
I'd count them on my hand,
Subtracting till my fingers dropped
Into Van Diemen’s land6.

If certain, when this life was out,
That yours and mine should be,
I'd toss it yonder like a rind,
And taste eternity.

But now, all ignorant of the length
Of time's uncertain wing,
It goads me, like the goblin bee,
That will not state its sting.

Emily Dickinson (1830 – 1886)
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2014 CJC JC2 Mock Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison on the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of absence.

A THE BREATHER

Just as in the horror movies
when someone discovers that the phone calls
are coming from inside the house

so too, I realized   
that our tender overlapping
has been taking place only inside me.

All that sweetness, the love and desire—
it’s just been me dialing myself
then following the ringing to another room

to find no one on the line,
well, sometimes a little breathing
but more often than not, nothing.

To think that all this time—
which would include the boat rides,
the airport embraces, and all the drinks—

it’s been only me and the two telephones,
the one on the wall in the kitchen
and the extension in the darkened guest room upstairs.

Billy Collins (born 1941)
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B DUSTING THE PHONE

I am spending my time imagining the worst that could happen.
I know this is not a good idea, and that being in love, I could be
spending my time going over the best that has been happening.

The phone rings heralding some disaster. Sirens.
Or it doesn’t ring which also means disaster. Sirens.
In which case, who would ring me to tell? Nobody knows.

The future is a long gloved hand. An empty cup.
A marriage. A full house. One night per week
in stranger’s white sheets. Forget tomorrow,

You say, don’t mention love. I try. It doesn’t work.
I assault the postman for a letter. I look for flowers.
I go over and over our times together, re-read them.

This very second I am waiting on the phone.
Silver service. I polish it. I dress for it.
I’ll give it extra in return for your call.

Infuriatingly, it sends me hoaxes, wrong numbers;
or worse, calls from boring people. Your voice
disappears into my lonely cotton sheets.

I am trapped in it. I can’t move. I want you.
All the time. This is awful – only a photo.
Come on, damn you, ring me. Or else. What?
 
I don’t know what.

Jackie Kay (born 1961)
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2014 CJC JC2 Mock Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of the female body.

1 A tulip 
2 A pale blue associated with the Virgin Mary

A               HOMAGE TO MY HIPS

these hips are big hips
they need space to
move around in.
they don't fit into little
petty places. these hips
are free hips.
they don't like to be held back.
these hips have never been enslaved,   
they go where they want to go
they do what they want to do.
these hips are mighty hips.
these hips are magic hips.
i have known them
to put a spell on a man and
spin him like a top!

Lucille Clifton (1936-2010)
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B               HEAVY WOMAN

Irrefutable, beautifully smug
As Venus, pedestalled on a half-shell
Shawled in blond hair and the salt
Scrim of a sea breeze, the women
Settle in their belling dresses.
Over each weighty stomach a face
Floats calm as a moon or a cloud.

Smiling to themselves, they meditate
Devoutly as the Dutch bulb1

Forming its twenty petals.
The dark still nurses its secret.
On the green hill, under the thorn trees,
They listen for the millennium,
The knock of the small, new heart.

Pink-buttoned infants attend them.
Looping wool, doing nothing in particular,
They step among the archetypes.
Dusk hoods them in Mary-blue2

While far off, the axle of winter
Grinds round, bearing down the straw,
The star, the wise grey men.

Sylvia Plath (1932-1963)
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Q1(a)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of regret.

A               WAVES

I have swum too far
out of my depth
and the sun has gone;

the hung weight of my legs
a plumb-line,
my fingers raw, my arms lead;

the currents pull like weed 
and I am very tired
and cold, and moving out to sea

The beach is still bright.
The children I never had
run to the edge

and back to their beautiful mother
who smiles at them, looks up
from her magazine, and waves.

Robin Robertson (born 1955)
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B               SMALL COMFORT

Coffee and cigarettes in a clean cafe,
forsythia lit like a damp match against
a thundery sky drunk on its own ozone,

the laundry cool and crisp and folded away
again in the lavender closet-too late to find
comfort enough in such small daily moments

of beauty, renewal, calm, too late to imagine
people would rather be happy than suffering
and inflicting suffering. We’re near the end,

but O before the end, as the sparrows wing
each night to their secret nests in the elm’s green dome
O let the last bus bring

love to lover, let the starveling
dog turn the corner and lope suddenly
miraculously, down its own street, home.

 Katha Pollitt (born 1949)
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Q1(b)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of life passing one by.

A               FAINTHEART ON A RAILWAY TRAIN

At nine in the morning there passed a church,
At ten there passed me by the sea,
At twelve a town of smoke and smirch,
At two a forest of oak and birch,
And then, on a platform, she:

A radiant stranger, who saw not me.
I queried, ‘Get out to her do I dare?’
But I kept my seat in my search for a plea,
And the wheels moved on. O could it but be
That I had alighted there!

Thomas Hardy (1840-1928)
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B               MOMENTS

Always it’s moments glimpsed while journeying past.
A darkening hill beneath pale yellow sky.
A shivering sense of peace. It does not last.

Soft smoke drifts slowly, seen through glass
and misty sheets of silvering rain pass by.
Always it’s moments glimpsed while journeying past.

A jostling market crowd – colours, shrill, fast –
vision evaporates without a sigh.
A shivering sense of peace. It does not last.

A pale sun hangs above a blackened mast
a horror that the self itself will die.
Always it’s moments glimpsed while journeying past.

An orange sun and pools of silvered purple cast
on glistening asphalt. A sense of one – not-I.
A shivering sense of peace. It does not last.

A sense of home, of peace. Driving too fast
Seeking to lose a sense of sinking by…
Always it’s moments glimpsed while journeying past
A shivering sense of peace. It does not last.

Jane King (born 1952)
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Q1(c)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of ignorance.

A               ANSWERS

I keep my answers small and keep them near; 
Big questions bruised my mind but still I let 
Small answers be a bulwark to my fear. 

The huge abstractions I keep from the light; 
Small things I handled and caressed and loved. 
I let the stars assume the whole of night. 

But the big answers clamoured to be moved 
Into my life. Their great audacity 
Shouted to be acknowledged and believed. 

Even when all small answers build up to 
Protection of my spirit, I still hear 
Big answers striving for their overthrow 

And all the great conclusions coming near.

Elizabeth Jennings (1926-2001)
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B               IGNORANCE

Strange to know nothing, never to be sure
Of what is true or right or real,
But forced to qualify or so I feel,
Or Well, it does seem so:
Someone must know.

Strange to be ignorant of the way things work:
Their skill at finding what they need,
Their sense of shape, and punctual spread of seed,
And willingness to change;
Yes, it is strange,

Even to wear such knowledge - for our flesh
Surrounds us with its own decisions -
And yet spend all our life on imprecisions,
That when we start to die
Have no idea why.

Philip Larkin (1922-1985)
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Q1(d)
Write a critical comparison of the following poems, considering in detail ways in which language, 
style and form contribute to each poet’s portrayal of departures.

A               SONG

Summer is over upon the sea. 
The pleasure yacht, the social being, 
that danced on the endless polished floor, 
stepped and side-stepped like Fred Astaire, 
is gone, is gone, docked somewhere ashore.
The friends have left, the sea is bare  
that was strewn with floating, fresh green weeds. 
Only the rusty-sided freighters 
go past the moon’s marketless craters 
and the stars are the only ships of pleasure.

Elizabeth Bishop (1911-1979)
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B               LEAVING THE ISLAND

We roll up the rugs and strip the beds by rote, 
Summer expires as it has done before. 
The ferry is no simple pleasure boat

Nor are we simply cargo, though we’ll float 
Alongside heavy trucks – their stink and roar. 
We roll up rugs and strip the beds by rote.

This bit of land whose lines the glaciers wrote  
Becomes the muse of memory once more; 
The ferry is no simple pleasure boat.

I’ll trade my swimsuit for a woolen coat; 
The torch of autumn has but small allure. 
We roll up rugs and strip the beds by rote.

The absences these empty shells denote  
Suggest the losses winter has in store. 
The ferry is no simple pleasure boat.

The songs of summer dwindle to one note;
The fog horn’s blast (which drowns this closing door.)
We rolled up rugs and stripped the beds by rote.
The ferry is no simple pleasure boat.

Linda Pastan (born 1932)
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Essays  

#1  
2009 ‘A’ Level Q1(b) 
Both poems possess a descriptive dreamlike quality that is sustained throughout the poem, and both employ the 
use of vivid imagery, most notably the use of colour. Paying specific attention to nature, both poems have a 
pensive and longing mood, but ‘Lying in a Hammock’ adopts a more journal like style of writing, a reflective entry 
in an idyllic setting, while ‘Swineherd’ has a more longing and more idealistic direction to the poem which 
becomes increasingly personal.  

Both poems make use of imagery, as ‘Swineherd’ uses descriptive imagery of nature in a peaceful and domestic 
environment, to describe a life of retirement. It describes an ideal situation, where he will “lie awake at night” and 
“listen to cream crawling to the top of the jug”, a serene and peaceful setting. The usage of “water” and “soft” 
describes a very tranquil environment – soothing and somewhat musical. The sounds used in the stanza itself 
sound soft, utilising many “c” and “s” sounds that give it a very gentle feel. On the other hand, Lying in a 
Hammock uses imagery that relates to nature too, but initially it is considerably darker, but becomes a brighter 
and more vivid picture of nature at the end. Initially the poem starts off using hard consonants like the “k” and “b” 
sounds, both plosive, aspirated sounds in “bronze”, “black”, “trunk” and “blowing”. This is in contrast to the softer 
sounds in ‘Swineherd’, but later a mix is used to paint a different picture, as soft consonants in “sunlight” and 
“stones” are introduced. The common imagery that links both poems is the use of colour imagery. In ‘Lying in a 
Hammock’, darker colours are used first, “black”, “bronze” and “green shadow”, but later ends on a happier note – 
“sunlight”, “golden”, and eventually brings the poem full circle as “darkness” is mentioned again. This fully brings 
out the down to earth effect, for the colours mirror the dawn to dusk, but also life as it passes by, or life as a 
whole. The detached, idyllic position the persona adopts makes it almost seem he is a third party just watching life 
pass him by. This peaceful, picturesque scene is also mirrored in ‘Swineherd’ where colour imagery is also used in 
“yellow”, “navy-blue”, “dark”, and arguably “cream”, “orchard”, “summer” and “apple-blossom”, which trigger 
bright colours in our mind, and associate themselves with richness and beauty. Again, the last stanza shares a 
similar parallel with life, just as ‘Lying in a Hammock’ does, where first the trees grow, and eventually “wither on 
the bough”, a symbol of life passing by and thus completing the cycle. Of course, one could also argue that the 
‘Swineherd’ takes the same detached, third person, passive observation of his surroundings as they decay around 
him – a life spent in idle, a life spent in waste.  

Both poems differ in the tone and language used. ‘Lying in a Hammock’ is more reflective and pensive 
throughout, relaxed and ends on a meditative note. On the other hand, Swineherd is also reflective, but more 
longing and has the persona is more direction driven rather than lying back and just “wasting his life” idling. ‘Lying 
in a Hammock’ has a persona that describes the ongoing events in present tense, like he is journaling an entry on 
the spot as he lies in the hammock. Phrases like “I see”, “blowing” and “looking for home” all show that he writes 
in the present tense as all these things happen around him. “I have” and “I lean back” also gives us a good picture 
of what he is doing at that time, but it is worth noting that the poem ends on a past tense: “I have wasted my life.” 
This further enhances the picturesque scene as if he is observing ongoings as the day passes, and documenting all 
that happens, but at the end of the day he concludes that he has wasted his life. This also enhances the idyllic 
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setting and passivity of it all: the meditative ending shows the persona’s first opinion on anything at all – and 
ironically, he does not do anything about his passivity at all – he lets life pass just as he has all this while, despite 
consciously knowing he is wasting his life. On the other hand, ‘Swineherd’ is more direction driven, for the 
persona expresses personal opinions through modal verbs – his wanting is shown through verbs like “I want to”, “I 
intend to” and “I mean to”, expressing a longing for a certain type of lifestyle. The simple language shows simple 
wants – after all he wants conversation to “mainly be about the weather”, a rather simple and practical subject 
anyone can partake in. The desire for a simple lifestyle thus differs from the passive stance that the persona in 
‘Lying in a Hammock’ takes, although they both depict simple and idle lifestyles. The persona in ‘Swineherd’ also 
has a longing of starting a new life, abandoning the existing one, as evident in the modal verbs which indicate a 
longing for something new, something to look forward too, but also the phrase “when this is all over” and “nobody 
will have heard about my special skills”, which shows the persona’s longing for a different life – one of passivity 
and idle – just like the persona in ‘Lying in a Hammock’. 

The two poems also differ in form: ‘Lying in a Hammock’ is a single stanza poem, describing his surroundings and 
what the persona sees, much like a free-flowing journal entry that the persona can pen his thoughts freely onto. 
The free verse also contributes to the speech like feature of the poem, exactly how someone would pen down 
thoughts freely and casually. On the other hand, ‘Swineherd’ consists of 3 stanzas of uneven length, each 
conveying separate ideas, and increasing in descriptiveness. It also uses free verse, which also makes it more 
speech like, as if the persona is expressing his wants through a conversation. Each stanza shows a progression into 
the persona’s thoughts and expresses not only different wants but also an intensification of these wants. The 
whole process mirrors life itself: the poem starts hopeful but ends with death – “the apple blossom is allowed to 
wither on the bough” signifies an ending, a decay and closure to life; a slow retirement. We see the same mirror of 
life passing in ‘Lying in a Hammock’: the persona describes the surrounding around him, and the beauties of life 
and nature present, but eventually moves from an external description to introspection – the contemplative 
reflection ends on an ambiguous and ironically, still passive note. It however, does mirror the cycle of life and 
natural decay that appears in ‘Swineherd’: the whole poem depicts the transition from dawn to dusk, and could 
possibly imply a passing lifetime, as the persona does say “I have wasted my life,” and thus it could be a personal 
regret of wasting an entire lifetime away – he let too many things pass him by as he watched, and life for him has 
thus decayed, much like the “apple blossom” that will eventually “wither on the bough”.  

In conclusion, both poems express a sense of life passing in a very down to earth manner, but each have different 
angles to it: Lying in a Hammock is more of an observation of things that have already happened – or is 
happening – and ends on an introspective note, while Swineherd is a unity of ideas that the persona wishes to 
strive towards. Both appear fairly casual and conversational, display different facets of life, but express a singular, 
basic idea: life is not the detail in the fabric, not the stationary amidst the passing, not the remedy for decay; but 
rather: life is the fabric woven by us, life is the passing moment, and life itself is the process of decay. 

Alistair Chong 
2T37 (2013) 
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#2  
2010 ‘A’ Level Q1(a) 
Charlotte Mew’s ‘Rooms’ and  Philip Larkin’s ‘Home is so Sad’ both address the sense of loss that the idea of 
abandoned rooms bring. While Poem B explores this loss in the sense of a physical absence often associated with 
abandoned rooms, Poem A explores the unconventional idea of an emotional abandonment despite a physical 
presence: the rooms so devoid of life, vitality and emotion in Poem A are just as empty as the typical empty, 
abandoned room in Poem B. In both poems, the abandoned room seems to act as a metaphor for the 
estrangement of human relationships, be it between lovers (Poem A) or family members (Poem B). 

Both poems initially seem detached from the idea of loss in an abandoned room. The persona in A begins with a 
seemingly indifferent tone and we are first clued into this by the title, ‘Rooms’, which has a lack of adjectival 
adornment and sets a very direct, matter-of-fact tone. From the first-person perspective, the persona’s listing of 
‘the room at..’ and ‘the.. room’ suggests a lack of interest in each of these rooms she has once inhabited, counting 
them in an almost dismissive or at least secondary way. The use of the article ‘the’ instead of determiners that 
would demonstrate her relationship with these nameless rooms (for instance, personal pronouns like ‘my room’) 
heightens the sense of detachment. This is further emphasised by line 6 – the fixed expression ‘for good or for ill’ 
and the following simple sentence ‘things died’ is similarly emotionless and direct in expression which betrays an 
ambivalent attitude on the part of the persona towards the lack of physical life in the abandoned rooms. This 
detachment is mirrored in Poem B’s first stanza, even though the persona in Poem B is not as blasé. The persona 
portrays himself as an observer in the abandoned room, through the lack of first-person pronouns like in Poem A. 
Instead, autonomy and expression seems to be given to the abandoned room itself and dynamic verbs such as ‘win 
them back’ and ‘it withers so’ are used to describe deterioration of the empty house and its physical state. This 
metaphorical yearning personified room seems to express intensifies the loss of a physical or human presence. 
This is reinforced by the opposition between ‘it’ and ‘them’ – the physical structure of the room and its lack of 
inhabitants. Like in Poem A, the physical emptiness of abandoned rooms is addressed in a somewhat detached 
way, albeit the lack of personal engagement, unlike in Poem A, serves to emphasise the absence of physical life as 
something to be bemoaned rather than an expected occurrence in life. 

However, there is a shift in tone in both poems from detachment to a more personally involved one, through 
which the personae demonstrate a response to the aspect of abandoned rooms which affects them. Poem A sees 
a tonal shift in line 7, with the sudden conjunction ‘but’ and the introduction of a room which is directly related to 
the persona (‘Where we (two) lie dead’). The parenthetical inclusion of (two) is perhaps a pun relating to the ‘dead 
things’ as well as highlighting the intimate nature of the persona’s relationship with her partner and this idealised 
image of two lovers lying dead together is immediately undermined by the next lines, ‘we seem to wake and.. 
sleep again’, which suggests an emotional disconnect between them, since they ‘might just as well’ be ‘asleep’ to 
each other. With the persona reference in this part of the poem, the persona seems to progress to a more 
introspective mood. There is a sense of resignation in her attitude towards the absence of an emotional 
connection, which is heightened by the helpless comment, ‘just as well’. This sense of resignation turns into 
wistfulness as she wishes for an end to this emotional absence – a physical absence instead, as alluded in the 
metaphor of ‘sleep’. There is also a contrast between the ‘ceaseless, maddening.. tide’ of activity and the preferred 
‘quieter, dustier bed’. The juxtaposition of active, dynamic life and the sober, peaceful death demonstrates the 
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persona’s preference for physical abandonment over the ‘maddening’ emotionless tide of life she is forced to 
endure in the relationship. 

Poem B also sees a change in tone to one of nostalgia in the second stanza, through the conjunction ‘And’. There 
is a shift in focus from the state of the personified house in the present to the stative image of the past. There is a 
juxtaposition like in Poem A between the ideal and the real – ‘how things ought to be’ and how they are now. The 
stative images of ‘pictures’ and ‘cutlery’ are significant in their capacity to capture memories of life, as well as 
their function in social events and the introduction of such images creates nostalgia for the inhabitants who have 
since ‘abandoned’ the room. ‘The music in the piano stool’ waits to be played and the lost image of ‘That vase’ 
lingers powerfully as an image of the emptiness of the house – a mere container left unfilled. The persona uses 
the stative images in contrast to the dynamic first stanza in order to highlight a sense of nostalgia for physical 
presence, which is contrary to poem A’s use of a similar technique to lament a lack of emotional presence in 
contrast to the physical. 

The rhyme scheme for both poems mirror their tone and their engagement with the room. Poem A has a unique 
rhyme scheme, with two rhyming couplets in lines 1-2 and 5-6 which deal with death and absence – the ‘slowing 
down of the heart’ which leads to ‘things (dying’). The rhyme here portrays death as natural and even ideal, not 
‘maddening’ but ‘quieter’ and regular. The last four lines where the tonal shift occurs sees an ‘ABAB’ rhyme 
scheme instead, suggesting a reshuffling of sorts – a disconnect in this idea of death, which is met in its rhyming 
line. This suggests the poet’s emotional estrangement in conflict with her physical intimacy. In contrast, poem B 
uses a seemingly regular ‘ABABA’ rhyme scheme in both stanzas. However, in stanza 2 the persona involvement 
and nostalgia is brought out through the use of half and eye rhymes in place of full rhymes in ‘as’, ‘was’ and ‘vase’. 
This subtle variation in rhyme scheme indicates a break away from the even more impersonal tone of stanza 1 to 
the more personal engagement with her partner, and this idealised image of two lovers lying dead together is 
immediately undermined by the next line with the abandoned room in stanza 2. 

In conclusion, both poems explore the different types of abandonment of a room – the emotional and physical 
absence of its inhabitants – and responds to each respectively. Poem A contrasts death or physical abandonment 
of the room as a preferable alternative to life without emotional fulfilment and poem B depicts the lack of 
movement in a room as a death of the room and the familial relationships it represents. 

Celine Ong 
2T11 (2011) 

#3  
2011 ‘A’ Level Q1(a) 
Both the extract from the ‘The Buried Life’ and the poem ‘The Thread’ ponder the mystery of life. While both 
poems deal with the same theme of mystery, A questions the real meaning of the lives we lead, taking a 
contemplative and dramatic tone in its determination to find the answer.  In contrast, B attempts to make sense 
of a seemingly supernatural force and feeling that controls the persona but is content in merely knowing it exist 
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and accepting its presence. The two poems causes us to question the purpose of our own existence, and what how 
we are making our choices.  

The titles of the poems themselves also add to the sense of mystery by bringing up more questions than answers. 
‘The Buried Life’ causes us to wonder what the poem is referring to; whether it refers to the life that we bury deep 
in our hearts, or our death with our purpose unfulfilled. ‘The Thread’ is deliberately vague, and when we read on to 
find out what exactly is ‘the thread’, we emerge with more unanswered questions. Hence, the title of the poem 
already establishes a sense of mystery prior to studying the poem in depth.   

Poem A uses vivid and powerful imagery to portray the strong urge and need to solve the mystery of existence. 
The poet speaks of the ‘thirst’, the ‘fire’ and ‘restless force’. These strong images give us a sense of a latent force 
just waiting and burning to be released, this latent force being the purpose of the persona’s life.  This is further 
emphasised through the intensifiers of ‘So wild, so deep’ that is employed by the poet. While ‘so’ acts as an 
intensifier, the words ‘wild’ and ‘deep’ evokes a sense of urgency in the reader, relating to the great determination 
that the persona feels in his desire to solve this mystery. These feelings are so strong that the poet describes them 
as “unspeakable”, and “nameless”, with no one able to ‘utter one of all’. Hence, it further reinforces the depth of 
this mystery and causes the reader to think and attempt to identify the mystery.  

In contrast, B uses ‘gentler’ images to portray the mild curiosity that the persona feels. Images such as ‘threads 
finer than cobwebs’ and the thread being pulled ‘invisibly, silently’ The image of ‘cobwebs’ evokes a sense of 
fragility as cobwebs are easily broken and torn. This perhaps parallels the view the persona holds toward the 
‘thread’ as she does not dare to test the strength of it but just lives with this force that seems to direct her life, a 
stark difference to A’s persona who seeks to discover the force.  However, this gentler imagery is juxtaposed with 
the violent language of “pierced and tore”, and the image of imprisonment through the word ‘bridle’. A ‘bridle’ is a 
restraint used for horses, and this gives us the image that this thread is controlling the persona more than she 
thinks. This perception of danger is also shown in the violent imagery of ‘pierced and tore’, causing us to in a way 
fear for the persona. However we are disappointed by the reaction of the persona who feels no fear, but rather a 
“stirring of wonder”. This too sparks our curiosity toward this ever-present force that the persona seems perfectly 
comfortable with. Therefore, both poems employ imagery to express the persona’s feelings toward the mystery, 
and deepen the readers ‘desire to solve the mystery.  

Both poems make use of its structure to build up the suspense of the mystery. A and B has no set rhyme scheme 
although A does have some form of end-rhyme. This lack of a set rhyme scheme or in B’s case, any rhyme 
scheme at all, reflects the uncontrolled nature of the mysteries of life, and how we attempt to decipher the 
poems, the persona’s attempt to decipher the mystery. The longer lines of A coupled with its use of enjambment 
creates suspense, deepening the mystery and the urgency to solve it to satisfy our curiosity. The enjambment 
intensifies the descriptions of the mystery as the “buried life”, “restless force” and others are all read in the same 
breath. A similar effect is created by the enjambment in expressing the persona’s desire, almost obsession in 
solving the mystery with descriptions such as “own breast then delves”, and “on each, spirit and power” all leading 
to the same effect. The accumulation of these to effects creates two levels of mystery-t he readers’ and the 
persona. The two levels are separated by the significant shorter 7th line of the poem, which demarcates the 
description of the mystery, and the persona’s desire to decipher the mystery.  
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Poem B diverges from A’s structure as B consists of short lines, and with 2 instances of enjambment being used. 
Enjambment is used to describe the thread, and the persona’s feelings toward the thread. What stands out in the 
poem are the short sentences in the middle. These sentences end in a question, showing us that the persona is 
questioning the presence of the mystical thread. This causes the reader to question the presence of the thread 
along with the persona, adding to the suspense as we anticipate the answer to the mystery. A similar effect is 
created in poem A through the use of sound. When the poet speaks of the ‘mystery of this heart which beats’, ‘so 
wild, so deep’, the readers’ hearts beat along with the persona, responding intuitively, instinctively, to each word. 
The emotional involvement of the reader further enhances the sense of mystery as they start getting more and 
more absorbed into the poem.  

Poem A ends on a rather pensive note, with whatever feelings realised ‘for ever unexpress’d’, further increasing 
the sense of mystery as questions are left unanswered and it seems up to the reader to solve this mystery for 
themselves. B ends thoughtfully as the persona starts to wonder about the thread, but it ends before more can be 
revealed, once again causing for the reader a sense of mystery.  

Therefore, both poems create a sense of mystery both for the persona and the reader, who wonders what the 
poems’ true meanings are, and the answer to the mysteries. This is created by the personas’ questioning what 
plays a role in their lives, and with no definite answers being revealed. Hence, the poem invites us to search for 
our own perceptions of life in an attempt to gain an epiphany from this mystery. 

Marcus Sim 
2T02 (2013) 

Marker’s comments: A methodical, meticulous analysis of both poems that generally bridges their features but should 
aim to compare by ideas and effects. Otherwise, a succinct essay that was a pleasure to read! 

#4  
2011 ‘A’ Level Q1(b) 
Both Poem A and Poem B are centred on the theme of endurance. Through their respective language, style and 
form, both poems are presented as rather dark and slightly harrowing. Poem A describes the suffering of a black 
slave, pressing on towards a chance of freedom and revenge. It reminds us of the struggle and sufferings due to 
inequality and the revenge sought by those who do. On the other hand, poem B describes the hardships of a 
peasant and his almost repulsive qualities. Yet it raises how he deserves our respect despite it, as the very essence 
of human nature is to suffer. 

Both poems are presented in a third person perspective and this leads to a rather detached effect between the 
persona and the main character of the poem. Added to that, the titles of both poems A and B –‘The Serf’ and ‘A 
Peasant’- are extremely impersonal, supporting and emphasising the effect of the use of the third person 
perspective. However Poem A begins with ‘His naked skin’, and the intimate tone conveyed by ‘naked skin’ is 
slightly incongruent and disorienting. Furthermore, the persona describes the serf’s ‘heart’ as ‘deeply wounded’ 
by his ‘share of insult torn’, resulting in a slightly oxymoronic effect. This contrast continues as the persona dwells 
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on the inner turmoil faced by the serf in the opening lines, fulfilling the purpose of getting us to sympathise with 
his plight and respect his strength and endurance to an even greater extent. On the other hand, Poem B begins 
with the full name of the main character - ‘Iago Prytherch’, seemingly an opening to a personal portrayal and 
depiction of him to contrast the title. Yet it carries on describing him as an ‘ordinary man’ and continues to depict 
his dull daily routine. This lacklustre and distant portrayal of him, added to the contrast between the addressing 
him by his full name and simply by a generic title further emphasises the perceived distance between the narrator 
and him. We do not, at least at the beginning, sympathise with him at all unlike the unnamed character in Poem 
A. 

Both poems differ in diction and tone. However they essentially present their main characters in the same high 
esteem, which Poem A does from the beginning while Poem B shifted to do so after putting down the peasant. In 
Poem A, the speaker is almost apprehensive about the serf he speaks of. He is described as one with ‘naked skin 
clothed in the torrid mist’, whose ‘heart’ is ‘deeply’ ‘wound[ed]’. The attention to the pain and agony the serf 
suffers is highlighted by these words punctuated the forceful, heavy sounds made by the numerous plosive “d”s. 
This builds a slow and somber tone that draws our attention to the weight of what the serf has to constantly 
endure. In fact is further emphasised when it is stated he drives a ‘slow somnambulist’, and when he walks, it is a 
‘slow progress[ion] of’ ‘strides’. Even his actions are explicitly described as ‘slow’ repeatedly. Added to that, his 
“timeless, surly patience” moves nearest to the ‘naked earth’ and ‘ploughs down’. The verb ‘plough’ connotes a 
sort of heaviness that cannot be shaken off or escaped from and the plodding, mournful tone that is developed as 
a result is enhanced further. The repetition of the word ‘naked’ in reference to his skin and the earth is also 
noteworthy. It associates him with dirt, the ground – things that are hard, solid and unchanging regardless of the 
pressure placed upon them. Furthermore, the high register is significant as it glorifies him to a certain extent, 
referring to him as a warrior with diction such as ‘war-cry’ and ‘spears’. The diction and tone merge to present the 
serf in a respectful manner in the way the persona sees him. Despite his circumstance, the serf commands our 
admiration with his dignified demeanour and the persona seems almost afraid of him to some extent; fuelled by 
his incomprehension that the serf can still be dignified through his suffering. On the other hand, the persona in 
Poem B seems to mock ‘Iago Prytherch’ as he is continuously put down. After he is introduced, the personal 
immediately inserts, snidely, ‘though, be it allowed’. Added to that, he is referred to as ‘Just an ordinary man’. The 
former phrase demeans him, purposely extinguishing our respect for him as he is presented as controlled by 
something or someone. Furthermore, the word ‘Just’ lowers him even further as his measure is decreased in the 
eyes of the persona and thus the eyes of the reader as well. He is described to have “a half-witted grin” with a 
‘vacancy of his mind’ and he has ‘spittled mirth’. This removes any notion of intelligence that we would expect 
from a human being and the persona goes one step further to compare his behaviour as associated with “animal 
contact”, a far cry from the ‘timeless’ ‘patience’ of the serf and his dignity. The effect of these choices of words 
removes any form of humanity in Prytherch and he is completely dehumanised in the eyes of the reader. 
However, despite this debasing portrayal, he is still presented as, similar to the serf in Poem A, a warrior. He has 
stood ‘against the siege’ of wind and rain and preserves his ‘impregnable fortress’, a ‘winner of wars’. These diction 
associated with military are of a high register, according him recognition for his endurance of the elements, 
despite his obtuseness. Thus while the poems utilise different tones and diction for some parts of the poem, they 
essentially present both men in high esteem for their work and endurance of suffering. 

The differing imagery in both poems aided in emphasising the depth of suffering and endurance both characters 
faced. In Poem A, the images associated with death a repeated several times. ‘Somnambulist’, while it does not 
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directly refer to death, brings to mind unconsciousness, almost like the living dead. With his patience described as 
‘timeless, surly’, it further emphasises the notion of his lifeless state. Added to that, images of the ‘toppled clods 
and falling flowers’ also bring to mind destruction, death and end, which have a dash of violence and gore splashed 
on with the words ‘crimson’ and ‘red’ to further intensify the harrowed imagery. The sibilant ‘s’ sounds that are 
rampant in the poem with regards to these images evoke our auditory senses as it highlights the motif of death 
and morbidity. Furthermore our tactile senses are evoked as we almost seem to feel the pain he constantly 
endures that has caused him to enter this unfeeling, numbed state. While Poem A describes the hardships that 
the serf endures with passion and morbid feeling, Poem B presents the pain and suffering that the peasant 
endures as hard and rigid. He had to ‘churn the crude earth’ to a ‘stiff’ sea of clods under the ‘gaunt sky’, where 
the sun had to fight to shine through ‘cracks’ in the sky. These images bring to mind cold, grim weather in a 
desolate environment. Our tactile senses are evoked again as we get a feel of the hopelessness and hard pain he 
feels constantly, in comparison to the sharp, stinging pain connoted in Poem A . Added to that, he is ‘sour with 
years of sweat’; this incites much disgust from us as we can almost smell him and his stench from working in this 
grim environment for years. However, towards the end of the poem, the pattern of imagery shifts. He is 
described to stand ‘against siege’ of the natural elements and is “‘ot to be stormed even in death’s confusion”’ 
Prytherch, despite his slowness of mind and revolting impression, has conquered so much in his suffering, even 
death, when it comes, much like the serf. He is presented as ‘the winner of wars’; ‘enduring’ like a tree under the 
‘curious stars’. Right at the end of the poem, Prytherch is presented as a hero, a victor. These images of a strong, 
resilient tree basking under the warm image of a thousand stars is juxtaposed to the previous images he is 
presented in. He is no longer grim and unfeeling, but strong, sturdy and respected. 

Thus in conclusion, both poems present their own recounts of different forms and spheres of suffering and 
different impressions of these forms. Poem A presents the serf as a vengeful force, coming to find justice for 
what he has endured. Poem B presents the peasant as a distasteful character, yet harmless and deserving of our 
respect and esteem for what he has stood against and endured, much like Poem A. Initially, one might not 
comprehend the innate similarities between the poems, especially after comparing the regal dignity of the serf 
compared to the slightly repulsive peasant. However they are really not that different, after much study, and are 
both indispensable in educating us on their admirable strength. 

Sarah Soo 
2T08 (2013) 

Marker’s comments: A proficient response and comparison worth commending of ideas and effects. Analysis of form is 
weaved quite seamlessly but if I could nitpick, rhythm should also be considered (particularly for B’s closing lines). The 
‘slowing’ of pace through caesurae adds to the reverential tone that the poem ends on. Nice to see you back on ‘form’! 

#5  
2013 ‘A’ Level (Revised) Specimen Paper Q1(b) 
Both poems discuss the deceptive nature of money and the chilling control it wields. The distinct difference 
between both poems is their different perspectives on how money controls man: Poem A (‘Wages’) sees it as an 
natural, inevitable rough cycle one is drawn into and can never leave – a prison – but Poem B (‘Money’) portrays 
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this control as seductive and subtly coercive – seen clearly in the sex imagery consistent in the poem – but one 
will finally realise the deceptive tricks of money and will be able to pull away; as seen in the last stanza. In general, 
both poems adopt an overall pessimistic view on money, seeing it as both a vice and a malevolent, dictating force.  

‘Wages’ portrays money as force which man spend their whole lives being deceived by, but ‘Money’ sees it as a 
form of deception which man can eventually be aware of. In this way, Poem B seems to depict mankind as 
intelligent and aware of his circumstances; but Poem A comments on the ignorance of man towards the firm grip 
of money, seeing how man call it ‘universal freedom’. The jail imagery in Poem A conveys this idea effectively, 
‘earning a wage in a prison occupation / and a wage earner is a sort of gaol-bird’. ‘Prison occupation’ suggests that 
no matter how hard one works, they will still remain imprisoned because they are, effectively, working in a prison: 
a world controlled and dominated by money. ‘Gaol-bird’ reflects the status of the worker: he is doing his time in 
prison; nothing above a lowly criminal. In contrast, Poem B’s imagery of money being stripped of its mask – 
‘money at last without her night-dress’ culminates to convey the idea that while man might be deceived and 
addicted to money, he is capable of emerging from this obsession – just as how the speaker himself has done. The 
speaker implies that he himself has emerged from the falsehood of money, ‘I was led into captivity’. The adverb 
‘was' in its past-tense form signifies that the speaker has emerged from this 'captivity' and is now in a position to 
reflect. The removal of the ‘night-dress’ symbolises the facades of money being revealed, and man’s realisation of 
the ugliness of money, 'her fallen udders and sharp bones'.  This notion of enlightenment is not conveyed in Poem 
A, perhaps conveying Speaker A’s more pessimistic view towards money.  

While Poem A portrays the effects of money as accumulating and increasing, Poem B sees some end-point in the 
negative effects of money – but does not spare the reader from the negative repercussions of money all the 
same. Poem A’s stance on the accumulating effects of money is reflecting in speaker’s syntax choice in the first 
stanza. The first line places ‘work’ as the marked theme in the line, with ‘cash’ following behind. Subsequently in 
the next line, ‘cash’ becomes the marked theme, with 'more cash' following it. ‘More cash’ takes the place of the 
marked theme, with ‘vicious competition’ following it. This progressive choice of syntax creates a hypnotic, 
accumulating effect – reminiscent of a continuous, building cycle. A quality of breathlessness is present in this 
first stanza – similar to the breathlessness one experiences with the tiring ‘vicious competition’ money puts man 
in. The stanza however ends with the phrase ‘the world we live in’, which is not repeated in another sentence: 
symbolising how the world we live in is the final word in this cycle; and there is no escaping from this – just as 
there is no escaping from the vicious effects of money. The poem ends with the signal, resonating declarative ‘This 
is called universal freedom’. The poem ending with a single line – a break from the pattern of each stanza 
generally having four lines – serves the effect of making the line a comment on the entire poem and also 
underscores the irony inherent in it. ‘Universal freedom’ is indeed not present: there is no freedom in the 
continuous and building chase for money which the first stanza clearly describes. 

In contrast, Poem B proffers some hope to man: this is through the enlightened tone of the poem which seems to 
suggest that the speaker himself and emerged from the ‘vicious competition’ of money – and so can the reader. 
This enlightened tone is conveyed through the use of the present tense in ‘Money the she-devil comes to us’, 
'She proposes paternal solitude’, ‘This is money at last’ – which gives an effect of the speaker conveying a 
universal truth; something that he has realised. By adopting this tone the speaker seems to suggest that man can 
emerge from the ignorance of the evil of money – a notion very different from what Poem A seems to convey. 
The structure of Poem B furthermore underscores the idea that the speaker is enlightened: three stanzas with 
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four lines each and an end-stop only appearing at the end of each stanza’s line gives the poem a measured, equal 
sense of progression. The speaker seems organised in thought and contemplative: he is indeed enlightened about 
the devastating effects of money.  

Both poems utilise different metaphors to suggest the binding relationship man can have with money. Poem A 
uses prison, Poem B uses sex – ultimately portraying money is two different lights: as a necessity versus a source 
of pleasure. ‘Wages' bases itself on the metaphor of prison; presenting man as a slave to money. The title ‘Wages’ 
presents this idea: wages are money earned on an hourly basis; a worker being quantified. The notion of ‘wages' is 
tedious and implies work counted by the hour; work that is not enjoyable but entrapping. The 'gaoler' however 
earns ‘a salary’ – which is does not have the connotation of menial work, as 'wages' does. This presents the ‘gaoler’ 
as someone watching over those who are prisoners of money, someone who has an upper hand. The ‘gaoler’ 
perhaps represents the bourgeoisie class in society that controls capitalist production over the proletariat class 
who work simply to survive and are entrapped in the 'work-cash-want' cycle. This idea of entrapment is reinforced 
in the powerful imagery of the last stanza, which portrays man deluded about their freedom – 'since the work-
prison covers almost every scrap of the living earth’, and they ‘stroll up and down on a narrow beat’. Man is 
trapped in the ‘work-prison’, deluded into thinking they have freedom, just as how ‘a prisoner takes his exercise’. 
Indeed, true freedom from the vicious chase for the necessity that is money does not exist. 

On the other hand, Poem B uses the metaphor of sex to present the strong hold money has over man, and how 
money is a source of pleasure for mankind – a source of pleasure that comes with a cost. This sit different from 
A’s stance on how money evolved to be a necessity man slave for. The opening line of the poem, ‘I was led into 
captivity the bitch business’ already prepares the reader for the sexual connotations of the poem; as  bitch’ itself 
is a gender-specific noun. This is further enhanced by ‘she-devil’ and the use of the gendered pronouns ‘herself’ 
and ‘she'. The sexual imagery in the second line of the poem ‘not in love what seemed a physical necessity’ 
conveys the idea of money as a vice derived from pleasure; a merely ‘physical necessity’. The poem ends with the 
stanza that personifies money as a ‘she-devil’ in bed. She is ‘screeching’ with ‘fallen udders’ and ‘sharp bones’ – far 
from the 'beauty' she has previously ‘called herself’. What appeared to be a pleasure is now an 'unscrupulous' 
source of torture. By gendering money as a ‘she-devil', the speaker parallels the seductive hold money has over 
mankind as a women might stereotypically have over a man – thus reflecting the strong and gripping ‘embrace’ of 
money, which eventually has an effect of leaving one to suffer.   

Concluding, while both poems condemn the absorbing chase for money that dominates our world, it becomes 
clear that Poem A holds a much more pessimistic view of man’s ability overcome this. The sardonic ending of A – 
‘This is called universal freedom’ holds the dark implication that throughout the ages man has believed in his own 
freedom, completely unaware that he lives in a ‘work-prison’. Indeed, ‘Wages’ is a lament on the blindness of man 
towards the evil ‘prison-occupation’, but ‘Money’ talks of man opening his eyes to these very evils.  

Ershen Kaur 
2T18 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: A sophisticated, illuminating response but analysis oscillates between skilfully seamless and 
strangely narration-heavy. The periodic absence of effects (e.g. rancid, terrifying, violent) also occasions a lack of 
comparison of effects in both poems (e.g. A as more despairing, less cautionary than B). 
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#6  
2013 ‘A’ Level Q1(b) 
Both poems present largely similar perspectives on grief and the loss of a loved one. This is by portraying the 
personae’s inability to move on with the references to time in both poems reflecting how time does not actually 
heal all wounds for the personae. It also reflects how the personae’s feelings for their loved ones do not subside 
nor diminish even slightly, even after all the time that has passed. However, their differences in form evoke 
different effects, with Poem A being a Petrarchan sonnet with a steady, yet heavy-hearted effect, and Poem B, 
being written in free verse, having a lighter, more erratic effect that is almost dreamlike. This is later seen to be 
reflective of the personae’s different stages of grief. 

Poems A and B can be seen to be very similar, in that they both use the imagery of time and nature to portray 
their feelings of grief and loss. This can be seen in A, with the persona employing nature to show the passing of 
time, with ‘the old snows melt from every mountain-side’ and ‘last year’s leaves are smoke in every lane’. These 
show the passing of the seasons, evoking the melancholy effect of the persona’s inconsolable nature: even though 
the past has quickly faded and the times are constantly changing, for her, ‘last year’s bitter loving must remain’. 
The juxtaposition between the persona’s current, unchangeable state of ‘miss(ing)’, ‘want(ing)’ and ‘bitter(ness)’ 
agains the ‘relief’ and ‘ease’ time was supposed to bring her all the more shows the extent of her grief, and how 
she seems to be stuck in the stage of depression, never able to move onto acceptance. Likewise, ‘No Time’ uses 
nature to show the persona’s sorrow, with ‘what voice colder than the wind out of the grave said “It is over?”’ This 
represents the extreme anguish the persona felt upon his loved one’s parting and this dark, gloomy image is 
juxtaposed with the warm, bright image a few liens forward, ‘there is a tremor of light, as of a bird crossing the 
sun’s path’. This more uplifting image has been used to present the persona’s way of coping with his loss and grief, 
which is to imagine, to dream that his lover is still around and with him, but is a ‘presence in absence’, ‘impalpable, 
invisible’, simply like ‘a scent lingering’. The purpose of this is to show the depth of his sorrow, so deep that the 
persona has had to resort to fantasy and imagination. However, this illusion can perhaps also be construed as a 
way of acceptance, as Thomas’ persona is using this as a way of keeping his loved one’s memory with him, but has 
actually accepted his loss, unlike the persona in Poem A. Thus, through the imagery of nature, both poems 
present the personae’s deep feelings of grief and sorrow, juxtaposing this, for A, with the serenity time was meant 
to bring, and for B, with the way in which he has chosen to grapple with loss and achieved some serenity.  

However, the two poems are composed very distinctly in terms of form, the structure of each accentuating the 
rhythm, pace and perhaps, the personae’s different stages of progress towards acceptance. In A, the measured 
rhythm and regular line lengths create a steady, ponderous effect, as Millay’s persona broods over the time gone 
by, with a volta in line 9 shifting the focus away from time to the inherent ability of places to remind her of her 
lost love, as the persona proclaims, ‘There are a hundred places where I fear to go’. However, this steady pace 
evokes a heavy sombreness, as though mirroring how much the persona has brooded over her loss and her sorrow, 
such that she seems to be trapped in this constant state of anguish. The shift in line 9 only concretises this 
impression of the persona, as she simply cannot do anything or go anywhere without being haunted by thoughts 
and memories of her loved one. The persona expresses her inability to overcome her grief as this is a result of her 
inability to puttied memories of her loved one, as ‘with his memory they brim’, referring to any familiar place she 
visits. However, even escaping to an unfamiliar, new place ‘where never fell his foot or shone his face’, cannot 
bring her feelings of peace or give her sanctuary, as the very unfamiliarity of this place overwhelms her with 
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thoughts of how she has never, and now can never, visit this place with him; her mind is simply filled with 
memories of him all over again, crystallising how ‘relief’ from her loss will always be elusive. 

This is different from Poem B, where the erratic rhythm and irregular line length seem to create a lighter, more 
nostalgic effect. While the poem seems to start on a dark, sombre note, it gets significantly more ethereal and 
uplifting from the fourth line, perhaps attributable to how the persona seems to have come to terms with the fact 
that his loved one is gone and can only be with him like ‘a scent’. The shorter lines, coupled with the use of 
enjambment in ‘I look / up in recognition / of a presence in absence’ evoke a sense of self-consolation as the 
persona creates the memory of his loved one’s presence. Thus, different effects are created due to the personae’s 
being at different stages of grief, with the persona of A perennially in a loop of anguish and pain, while the 
persona in B has seemed to have accepted loss and while he still feels grief, this grief remains mostly within the 
boundaries of nostalgia.  

In conclusion, both poems seem to portray similar views on grief in relation to time, in that time is not truly able 
to heal all wounds and soothe all pain. However, the differences in form reflect different stages of grief, as Millay’s 
persona is stuck in a vicious state of depression, while Thomas’ persona seems to have found some acceptance 
towards his loss and, the reader may hope, will soon find peace. Ultimately, the two poems portray grief to be a 
process, with a start and an end, which only the individual can overcome, as time alone cannot. 

Ashley Tan 
2T18 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: A proficient response that undoubtedly grasps and appositely compares the concerns of the two 
poems. Very skilful analysis but the meticulousness is in less evidence at the end. I thought your analysis of the volta in A 
and rhythm in B could be merged with some analysis of tone and diction. Pay attention to the opening and closing lines. 

#7  
2013 ‘A’ Level (Revised) Q1(a) 
Both ‘Walking Away’ and ‘Scratches’ mark their speakers’ different views on the separation of child from parent. 
While the speaker of ‘Walking Away’ marks the experience as a rather arduous one in the uptake and a gradual 
transition, we see the speaker of ‘Scratches’ reflect the fast paced nature of his childhood and adopts a more 
nonchalant tone about the process in the start. Nonetheless, both of the poems do transit to a note of resolution, 
albeit to different degrees of excitement.  

In the beginning of the poem ‘Walking Away’, we encounter the rather torn and distraught tone of the speaker, as 
he laments about the childhood of his loved one who has since grown up. The use of frequent deliberate pauses in 
the speaker’s first stanza coupled with the detailed descriptions of the past such as ‘sunny day with leaves just 
turning’ and ‘touch-lines new ruled’ drags out the first stanza and slows down its pace, underscoring his yearning 
to go back to the past where his loved one was a child again. The frequent halting of the speaker’s speech also 
mirrors the brokenness of his heart as he is unable to revert to the past. The use of the word ‘wrenched’ suggests 
that separation of the speaker from the childhood of his loved one was brutal and painful, reflecting the depth of 
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his sorrow about the separation. Conversely, while the speaker of ‘Walking Away’ is full of emotion, the speaker of 
‘Scratches’ adopts a more nonchalant tone about his journey of growing up. The first line ‘My mother scratched 
the soles of my shoes’ employs the use of a simple syntactical structure which mirrors his own view of the 
simplicity of saying goodbye to one’s childhood and dependency on his mother. The use of sibilance observed 
through the use of ‘scratched’, ‘soles’ and ‘shoes’ creates a sense of the speaker’s calm and controlled state of 
mind as the eloquence of his speech and thoughts are reflected in a matter-of-fact manner. Thus, while the first 
speaker regards the initial stages of childhood separation as an emotionally tumultuous and painful one, the 
second speaker’s attitude is more unaffected, viewing the transition as a natural part of the circle of life.   

The poem ‘Walking Away’ presents the process of childhood separation as one that takes a long time to come to 
terms with and eventually accept. The structure of the poem is such that each of the four stanzas marks another 
stage on the speaker’s journey to acceptance of his loved one leaving his childhood behind, suggesting that his 
own enlightenment is progressive. While the first stanza employed the use of the image of ‘a satellite wrenched 
from its orbit’, with the words ‘wrenched’ connoting pain and ‘orbit’ suggesting that such an act is unnatural and 
vulgar, the second stanza suggests separation from childhood is like being ‘set free (in to a wilderness)’. This image 
of liberation and release suggests to us that the speaker is taking a less hostile view towards the idea of his loved 
one growing up and is gradually growing closer to accepting this himself. The use of the image of a ‘winged seed 
loosened from its parent stem’ further demarcates the narrator edging towards acceptance as compared to the 
earlier term ‘wrenched’ in stanza 1, the speaker now employs the word ‘loosened’, which is gentler and less 
invasive. The metaphor of the seed separating from its parent further reinforces the natural nature of a young’s 
separation from his parents. Thus, the first poem is structured such that we see a gradual progression to 
acceptance in every stanza, suggesting that it takes time for the parents to accept their child growing up. Unlike 
the first poem, the second is structured with only one stanza. The lack of spacing between stanzas suggests that 
the metamorphosis from child to adult happens in just the blink of the eye, so fast that we may not even take 
stock of the change that has occurred. The use of ‘I didn’t know where I was going’ followed by ‘her scratches 
soon disappeared’ quickly in the next line mark the transient nature of childhood, as a child can find his 
independency very quickly. The use of ‘soon disappeared’ similarly points to the immediacy with which children 
gain their independence — perhaps a point of consolation for the speaker of ‘Walking Away’. 

‘Walking Away’ ends on a more contemplative note, while “Scratches” ends on a note of high excitement and 
enthralment, reflecting the impact of children growing up on the parents and children respectively. While the use 
of “gnaws” in the first poem suggests that the thought of a parent leaving his child still plagues him, the last line 
“love is proved in the letting go” highlights his eventual acceptance of his child growing up and moving on, adding 
a sense of firm resolution at the end. However, ‘Scratches’ ends off on a more exciting note, with the use of 
‘flying past’ suggesting adventure and thrills. The reference to ‘arms stretched out to catch the door jamb’ is used 
as a parallel to when the speaker ‘was walking on ice, my (his) arms stretched out’, thus drawing explicit attention 
to the great change the speaker has undergone in such a short span of time. While the speaker’s initial act of 
stretching out his arms was out of anxiety and apprehension, the second time was full of zest and determination, 
where we get a sense of the speaker’s energy, vibrancy, and his willingness to face the unknown headstrong. 
Compared to the reluctance of the parent in ‘Walking Away’, this suggests that the process of children growing 
up is a beautiful and dynamic change, and although parents struggle with it, it is indeed a necessary part of life.   
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Thus, both poems mark different perspectives on childhood separation and thereby have very different impacts 
on the tone of both, be it the reluctance of letting go or the thrill of it. Perhaps the sense of resolution at the end 
of both poems points to one truth – the need to embrace inevitable change.  

Elisha Chye 
2T01 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: Apt analysis of form for effects, even though I feel rhyme is less significant than progression and 
rhythm in both instances. Your consideration of tone / perspective is easily one of your most impressive paragraphs, but 
could use closer analysis of diction (as seen in your imagery paragraph). A proficient essay nevertheless; a personal 
response at the end would be nice. 

#8  
2013 ‘A’ Level (Revised) Q1(b) 
Both poems, ‘Snail’ and ‘Considering the Snail’ revolve around the portrayal of the snail as a slow creature, with A 
presenting the embittered, suffering image of the snail’s life, as opposed to the admiration an observer has for the 
snail’s perseverance in Poem B. Noticeably, the differing points of view reflect the different messages of both 
poems — to either perceive life to be one full of suffering due to certain circumstances as perceived by Poem A 
or to appreciate one’s achievements in life, no matter how slow the journey takes, as presented in Poem B. 

Both poems diverge in terms of style and the mood they invoke. In Poem A, the use of simple, understated 
images such as in the opening line, ‘Burden’, evokes the snail’s negative emotions directly. The cumulation of 
these images of ‘artifice coiled’, ‘brittle’ and ‘integral’ in the first stanza highlight the cumbersome existence of 
the snail, setting a sombre mood to the poem. The stark imagery of ‘air and harsh light’ in the second last stanza 
also confirms the bleak reality the snail has to face, ending the poem on an emphatically dark note. In contrast, 
the nighttime imagery that permeates Poem B (‘green night’, ‘earth’s dark’, ‘trail’) lends the poem a surreal 
atmosphere that accentuates the persona’s more positive contemplation of the snail. The images portray the snail 
as one of aggressive ability, as seen in the verb ‘hunts’ and its ‘antlers’, which bring to mind a creature that is 
impressive and formidable, opposite to the presentation of the creature as weak and burdened in Poem A. 
Furthermore, the light and dark images employed by the persona in B, as seen in his juxtaposition of the snail’s 
‘pale’ features and the ‘trail of broken white’ set amidst the dark night, establishes a hypnotic mood, highlighting 
the persona’s absorption in his observation of the snail. As such, both poems are complete contrasts in terms of 
the mood invoked by the images, which in turn focus the reader’s attention on the weakness and strength of the 
snail in Poems A and B respectively. 

Both poems also largely differ in their attitude towards the snail, as seen through language. In Poem A, the bitter 
persona delves into the hardship snails face, via a first person perspective (seen in the use of the first-person 
pronoun ‘I’ throughout). The bitterness and agonised attitude of Levertov’s persona is also seen in the 
juxtaposition of verbs that describe the snail’s movement (‘crawl’) versus the worm’s movement (‘go’ and 
‘pierces’). This envy is ironically presented, evident in the use of the adjective ‘lowly’ to describe the worm’s 
freedom, denoting the condescension the persona has, and yet the poem presents the snail as having ‘yearned’ 
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for it. This angst towards the snail’s being contrasts with the contemplative tone in Poem B. Written in a third 
person perspective, the persona in Poem B is instead providing an outsider’s observation of the snail. The verbs 
employed by Gunn’s persona seem rather cautious and concentrated, in both the observer’s actions (‘I parted’) 
and the snail’s movement (‘pushes through’, ‘barely stirring’, meets over’). While the actions are deliberate and 
carefully calculated, there is at one of admiration on the observer’s part, with the persona’s wonderment made 
clear in his expressions (‘I cannot tell’ and ‘I would never have imagined’) and description of the setting ‘in a wood 
of desire’. The reverent tone of Gunn’s persona when regarding the snail is thus completely different from 
Levertov’s depiction of a sullen snail contemplating its miserable existence with the most sombre of tones. 

Both poems also largely differ in form. Poem B has longer lines and fewer caesurae with run-on lines, adding to 
the reflective tone of the poem as the observer considers the might of the snail. The lack of pauses enhance the 
reverence that the persona has, which only grows as the poem progresses. [Marker: Some evidence and elaboration 
is needed] The evenness of the stanzas mirrors the persona’s attitude and mood, measured in his fascination with 
the snail’s ability. This is contrasted with Poem A, which has much sparser lines in the form of couplets and 
tercets, with numerous pauses lending a slow, plodding rhythm. This matches the persona’s slow and depressing 
view of its own burdensome existence. As compared to Poem B, Poem A has greater development as the poem 
has a noticeable shift in ideas from the fifth stanza onwards, marked by the use of ‘but’. There is also a change in 
the first person pronoun in stanza five, where ‘my’ is employed instead of ‘I’, signalling a shift in the persona’s 
perspective of a snail’s life, since ‘my’ connotes possession and possible acceptance of its identity, rather than 
wishing to be another creature, as it did in the previous stanzas. 

As such, poems A and B contrast each other, with A reflecting a harsh criticism ad B reflecting admiration for the 
snail and its characteristics. These contrasting perspectives are in my opinion a representation of how an individual 
can be overly critical of himself / herself when there is beauty and strength within to be admired, even in suffering 
(as illustrated in Gunn’s poem). The snail, while slow due to its inherent burden, is similar to a human being — 
each individual with their personal baggage that they have to eventually embrace, like the persona coming to 
terms with his shell in the second half of Poem A and eventually grow to appreciate just like the persona in poem 
B; for there is always beauty in everything, even in hardship. 

Joelle Lam 
2T18 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: A proficient analysis that is adept at comparing ideas and effects, but can do so more acutely in 
your ‘turns’. A clearer comparison of purpose at the end of each paragraph would make this perfect, as would further 
analysis of progression in both poems; I thought that the analysis of rhythm, though accurate, was rather mechanical. 
Nevertheless, an insightful end to an insightful essay. 
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#9  
2013 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(a) 
Poem A, Matt Rasmussen’s ‘Outgoing’ captures an almost cold, unfeeling disinterest towards the death of a loved 
one, to the extent that there is a seeming desire to rid the memory of the loved one eternally, evoking a sense of 
eternal damnation. Poem B, on the other hand, Maxine Kumin’s ‘The Revisionist Dream’ expresses a sort of denial 
yet also a fond nonchalance for the loved one, in the persona’s incapacity to accept the person’s death, such that 
even the minute details of that lost life are so observed, calling to mind a sort of calm, controlled desperation and 
apathy. Both poems convey the effects of the death of a loved one; in Poem A, a rather unfeeling nonchalance — 
even eagerness to forget — towards the deceased, whereas Poem B demonstrates a kind of unwillingness to 
forget, both evoking a sense of the grim reality of death and yet unsettling the reader with both personae’s 
responses to death. 

Rasmussen accurately depicts the death of a loved one with extensive use of imagery relating to a sense of 
hellishness and of loss, yet infusing it with a calm, detached tone that leaves the reader to wonder at the persona’s 
expressionless, detached approach to the death of his loved one. The lines, ‘Hello, I have just shot myself / To 
leave a message for me, call hell.’ strongly invoke a sense of the tragic and quietly violent incident that has no 
doubt just taken place. Similarly, the underlined words are representative of the persona’s attitude towards the 
dead loved one; the association of the person with such hellish imagery signifies a sort of eternal damnation, the 
persona condemning his loved one for the act of suicide. The same lines appear to be read in a jeering, sarcastic 
tone which proves to be darkly amusing for the reader, in spite of the sheer inappropriateness of the situation. 
Here, coupled with his forced action of deleting the message, the persona is laying the deceased out as a subject 
of mockery, revealing his contempt and scorn towards him. The same images of hell and damnation are repeated 
— though more subtly — in the persona’s ‘muting [his voice] forever’, symbolic of an eternal separation and utter 
complete removal of his loved one from their lives. The reader is led to marvel at the most unnatural approach the 
persona takes towards death, particularly that of a loved one as well as a growing uneasiness at this approach 
towards a suicide. This inspires some fear in the reader who begins to perceive the persona as seemingly cold and 
inhuman. 

In contrast, Kumin employs extensive imagery associated with ordinary life, with the comparatively blooming 
vitality of ‘autumn’, ‘a mild day in October’, as well as other acts of living, to convey an almost desperate urge to 
believe in life and reject the death of a loved one. The scrupulous detail paid by the persona to the mysterious 
‘she’ signals to the reader the persona’s unrelenting desire to perceive her loved one as she had been — in life and 
not in death. The ironic juxtaposition of ‘Well, she didn’t kill herself that afternoon’ in relation to small acts of life 
such as how ‘we sat outside / over sandwiches’, followed by the persona’s avid recounting of their conversation — 
‘she said she’ had begun to ‘practice yoga’, ‘take piano lessons’, ‘rewrite her drama’, ‘hugged me’, ‘went home’, 
‘cranked the door open’, an ever long list of what she has done while alive, infuses also a tender remembrance into 
her tone. This highlights the importance of this person to the speaker, in contrast to the cold disregard in Poem 
A. Yet, it is evident that the persona is quite unwilling to see her loved one dead - ‘she didn’t kill herself that 
afternoon’ is a refrain in the poem that conveys the persona’s persistent tunnel vision. The calmness of her 
acknowledgement is largely similar to that of the persona in Poem A. While Poem A adopts a rather snide, 
sarcastic nod to death, Kumin’s persona ignores death as best she can and is fixated on life and acts of living. The 
reader is compelled to pity the persona in Poem B, whose denial is more relatable than the puzzlingly detached 
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response in Poem A. Yet, we note the persona acknowledging at the end of the poem that ‘the dream blew up at 
dawn’, invoking a sense of violence, an explosion of large magnitude to the perviously calm, tranquil re-imagining 
of a life. Much like in Poem A, the interjection of violence creates an odd sense of calamity. Yet, we note the 
persona’s reference to a ‘dream’, typifying how her wish to relive that single pleasant memory against must come 
to the stage of acceptance, but not quite to the same degree of Poem A’s resolute apathy in forcibly removing 
traces of the deceased. This conjures a startling contrast as to each persona’s reaction to death, one unaccepting 
(Poem B) and one derisively condemnatory (Poem A). 

Both poems portray, to varying effect, the inevitable approach towards separation, employing diction to denote 
the importance of the loved one to their personae. Poem A concerns itself largely with new beginnings, and of 
complete removal from the persona’s life, whereas Poem B, with its intricacy of detail, conveys the persona’s 
denial. Poem A’s persona speaks of having to ‘replace’ ‘your message’ on ‘our answering machine’, being picked to 
save ‘us’ from the ‘shame of dead you’. The highlighted words underscore the separate entities in the poem: there 
is only a ‘you’, and ‘us’, suggestive of a desire to rid oneself of any association with this ‘shame’. In this aspect, the 
deceased is no longer a loved one. The reference to the ‘tiny patient / being monitored’ and a ‘miniature glass 
briefcase’ call to mind human frailty and vulnerability, as well as a foreboding sense of separation: for just as 
quickly as it can be destroyed, it is as easily forgotten. ‘Everything barely / mattered and then no longer did’ is 
indicative of the persona’s attempt to remove this same person from his life, irrevocably and eternally, truly 
damning her to ‘hell’ as discussed earlier. The last stanza heralds a fresh start, beginning with ‘and even now’ 
symbolic of the persona’s laying ‘my voice over yours’, laying ghosts of the past to rest. The death of a loved one, 
while evoking bitterness in the persona, is also a significant milestone in allowing the persona to move on, 
embracing a new beginning and a life after death. This ‘opening up’ at the end of the poem perhaps gives the 
reader a sense of fulfilment or even resolution as we too move from anger to acceptance. In Poem B, however, 
the enumeration of the deceased’s many (imagined) activities, juxtaposed with ‘she didn’t kill herself’ conveys the 
persona’s yearning to be united, as noted by the title ‘The Revisionist Dream’. In contrast to ‘Outgoing’ which is 
symbolic of both rejection and eternal departure, Poem B’s title expresses an inner desire to relive a life with her 
loved one, which in turn is expressed by the persona’s recreating and visualising how ‘her’ life may have happened. 
While her importance to the persona is seemingly obvious, we note that unlike in Poem A, the persona indulges in 
a sort of haphazard fantasy, always returning to the refrain line to deny the death of her loved one. While 
Rasmussen’s persona is eager to start afresh, this persona is eager to live in the dream, and the reader is bound by 
the cyclical structure to feel a sort of tragic pity. The ending of the poem presents however a similarity. Like in 
Poem A, the dream here ‘blew up at dawn’, representing a call to reality for Kumin’s persona, albeit reluctant and 
not of her own accord. We see that Poem A’s persona, for all his detachedness, is better able to grasp reality than 
Poem B’s persona, subject to a rude awakening.  

In essence, both poems explore the difficulty of grasping with the death of a loved one, embodying two very 
different reactions to death but converging on a lugubrious note of acceptance. The reader is more inclined to 
learn from Poem A, which reminds us that life is always ‘outgoing’ and one must eventually write over the past. 

Michelle Wong 
2T08 (2013) 

Marker’s comments: A proficient, engaging essay with clear, constant comparison. An insightful response at the end. 
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#10  
2013 CJC JC2 Mock Q1(a) 
The game of love is a fairly tragic one. While it excites and surprises as two lovebirds tango their way through 
courtship and possibly to romance, what comes of this excitement when they actually ‘win’? For ‘Portrait’ and 
‘Ending’, the answer to that question is that, once the thrill of falling in love is over, the relationship grows cold 
and acts of love that was once exciting are now boring and even dreaded. While these two poems take such a 
similar stance, ‘Portrait’ is however far more solemn in tone, whereas ‘Ending’ decidedly takes a more 
bittersweetly comic approach to it with both poems, ultimately highlighting the tragedy of a romance gone dead.  

Both poems contrast, through present and past tense, what romance was like in the past for their personae, and 
what it is now for them. It is, then, in the ways that the past and present are compared that reveal the painful 
reality of how love can eventually die out. For ‘Portrait’, its first stanza is in past tense and describes the ease and 
emotion to which love could be felt, by the persona, for ‘merely living kept the blood alive’. Its second stanza, on 
the other hand, describes her loss of such a drive, now that the persona is an ‘old habit’. What, then, creates the 
painful contrast between these two stanzas of past and present is in how lexical words such as ‘sink’, ‘stove’, ‘mend’ 
and ‘keeps’ are repeated. This in turn highlights the irony that, despite the same actions being committed in the 
past and present, what inevitably strips away at her love is the passing of time. Nothing can be done about it, for it 
is how a ‘game’, as also painfully repeated in the last line from the first, functioned: it will lose its appeal and get 
boring sooner or later. ‘Ending’ performs a similar task of comparing similar situations of love between its past and 
present contexts, although more jarringly so with its alternating couplets. These couples include a parenthesis 
with a past tense situation in its first line and a present-tense verb and object. The first lines of the couplet had 
past tense verbs like ‘thought’, ‘were’ and ‘ran’ while the second line presents ‘cools’, ‘are’ and ‘are running’, all 
present tense. The alternation is painful as it is so effective in quickly displaying how a relationship could easily go 
sour due to the loss of the thrill of romance, but this is taken with a twist of comedic effect through the rhyming 
couplets it adopts in a more humorous voice than ‘Portrait’. The use of rhyme lends ‘Ending’ a song-like rhythm 
akin to that of a playful, nursery rhyme, perhaps to deflect the kind of pain witnessed in ‘Portrait’ or to cynically 
trivialise the ‘ending’ of romance. 

This humorous tone in ‘Ending’ is reinforced by the hilarious images which it utilises to describe present situations 
in contrast to the past. ‘Love’ is compared to a ‘congealing chop’ and kisses have been deformed into ‘bird-pecks’, 
which comedically highlight how a relationship could go stale or attenuate, and the likening of ‘parts that then 
transmitted joy’ to being ‘reserved and cold coy’ is doubly hilarious in its euphemisms of sex and associated body 
parts. ‘Ending’ succeeds, thus, as a funny take on something rather tragic, bringing forth the idea that romance, 
perhaps, should not be taken so seriously for all things (good or bad) come to an ‘Ending’. Imagery is used in a 
different, more still (literally and symbolically) way in ‘Portrait’. While the poem likewise uses imagery as a means 
of comparing and likening the situation to something else like ‘Ending’ does, it is decidedly less humorous, instead 
being more solemn and even heartbreaking in its use. A ‘house’ only ‘looks like home’ and what ‘look[s] like love’ is 
instead ‘hunger’. These two very connotative and abstract ideas of love and home are devolved into the denotative 
and emotionally detached ‘house’ and utterly unromantic, basic ‘hunger’, showing what ‘love’ truly is when 
stripped off the thrills and excitement of romance in a painfully poignant and perhaps even a little bitter tone. 
This idea of things not being what they seem in ‘Portrait’ is further emphasised in the visual rhymes of ‘home’ / 
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‘come’ and ‘stove’ / ‘love’, which an effect of dissonance in the poem to then highlight the divide between what it 
‘looks like’ and what it truly is — absent, incomplete, pitiful. 

What makes ‘Portrait’ even more depressing is the mood that its run-on lines evoke. Being only two sentences 
long, the frequent use of parataxis in ‘and’ to drag the poem in both the reader and listener’s minds, serving to 
perhaps parallel how the persona feels towards her so-called love, which has turned her into an ‘old habit’, both 
weathered by time and calloused by repetition. This is an effect not seen in ‘Ending’, given its exuberant, nursery 
rhyme-like air, which trivialises the plight that the persona in ‘Portrait’ has fallen prey to. 

In conclusion, these two poems, while taking a very similar stance on what would come to be of a romance, differ 
very much in terms of their perceptions of love that has ended. The major cause of this divide, I believe, is perhaps 
down to the feminine voice employed in ‘Portrait’, being written by Judith Wright, which is in touch with the 
emotional aspects of life, whereas ‘Ending’, written by Gavin Ewart, whose masculine front would override all 
emotions, treating a painful experience as a joke. 

Bryan Joel Lim 
2T36 (2013) 

Marker’s comments: A very good response, selective and incisive in analysis. Attention to effects is fully evident and the 
linguistic analysis works here (you’ve gone beyond the obvious). A ‘slice’ of both poems to savour. 

#11  
2014 CJC JC2 Mid Year Q1(a) 
Poems A and B are very different depictions of spring. Whilst the persona in poem A expresses little appreciation 
for the season and expresses frustration at its uselessness and lack of significance, the persona of poem B 
foregrounds the descriptions of nature in spring to elevate it as a beautiful, powerful transformative force. 

The tone of poem A is one of frustration and derision towards spring. Interrogatives such as ‘To what purpose, 
April, do you return again?’ and ‘But what does that signify?’ along with statements in the negative such as 
‘Beauty is not enough’, You can no longer quiet me’, ‘It is not enough’ indicate much dissatisfaction at the 
appearance and existence of spring as the persona questions the purpose of spring and refutes the idea that it is 
sufficient for spring to have brought beauty. The first person perspective lends a stronger voice to the persona’s 
views; ‘I know what I know’ is one such instance of this, giving off an air of finality, as if the persona would never 
be persuaded to think differently of spring, especially since her opinions on spring are grounded in the irrefutable 
factuality and logic of what she ‘knows’. In contrast, poem B does not contain a strong voice from the persona as 
it is mostly descriptive and in the third person. This allows the poet to bring the processes of spring to the fore. 
Only the third and fourth lines show a semblance of the persona’s voice, breaking into the description of the sky: 
‘The snow has been caught up into the sky… / So many white clouds… and the blue of the sky is cold’. Even so, the 
persona does not directly offer a view on spring. I will argue in my next paragraph that this plays into the poet’s 
methods to depict spring as a strong transformative force thereby conveying awe at the power of nature. 
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Poem A presents spring as wearisome and unimpressive. The first line, ‘To what purpose, April do you return 
again?’ conveys this [Repeated], as do the lines ‘You can no longer quiet me’ and the mention of April coming 
‘yearly’ as these temporal references indicate a boredom with spring, since it arrives predictably, repetitively. The 
novelty of spring ‘no longer’ quiets the persona’s unhappiness with its futility, as it has worn off. The persona 
laments that ‘Life in itself / is nothing’. Spring cannot console her since it is powerless to change this fact. In 
Poem B, spring is presented as the very opposite — powerful instead of powerless, where the temporal references 
reflect spring’s positive, life-giving effects. Instead of relying on perspective to convey this, the poet uses the 
personification of nature — most significantly the sun and the wind. In describing how the touch of the sun makes 
the ‘bows and stems’ ‘shiver’, and how the shrill laughter of the wind makes the lakes ‘tremble’ and the ‘flags of 
tenderest green bend and quiver’, it is almost as if the magnitude of these processes of spring speak for 
themselves in terms of sheer grandeur and power. The choice of verbs ‘tremble’, ‘bend’ and ‘quiver’ elicits fearful 
awe from all in nature, reinforcing the magnificence of spring. 

On the contrary, Poem A does not present spring in a very complimentary light — only once is the persona 
willing to concede and praise spring, in ‘the smell of the earth is good’. However, this is quickly countered by ‘But 
what does that signify?’ We are then presented with a jarring and morbid image where underground ‘the brains of 
men’ are ‘eaten by maggots’. For the persona, the inevitability of death is unshakeable and depressing — and the 
compliment paid to spring was only to raise this message even further, as it presents to the reader the idea that 
the pleasantness of spring, if any, is a superficial distraction that does not negate the inherent sadness of our 
mortality. This is illustrated in the last line where April is harshly condemned as an ‘idiot’, ‘hobbling and strewing 
flowers’. The personification of April as a bumbling fool gives an even greater clarity to the persona’s opinion of 
spring as an asinine and shallow distraction from the reality of death. In comparison, Poem B presents spring in a 
far more positive and respectful manner. Vivid images of colour — ‘blue’, ‘tenderest green’, ‘white’, ‘golden’, 
‘yellow’ display the vibrant beauty of the season. This coupled with the descriptions and personification of nature, 
further cement this depiction of spring as one that is not only positive but full of deep reverence for nature. 

Therefore we see that Poem A conveys the idea of spring being silly, superficially focused and insignificant in the 
context of life through the frustrated first person perspective and morbid imagery reminding readers of our 
eventual demise, whereas poem B displays spring as being a raw, beautiful and awe-inspiring force through 
personifying it and through conveying an image of its vivid and gorgeous effects on the natural world. 

Jade Xin Ni Kaur 
2T35 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: It is pity that the subtle portrayal of spring overruled by winter in Poem B is not discussed, as your 
interpretation of Poem A is sophisticated and nuanced. Analysis is consistently skilful, albeit lacking attention to form 
and a more detailed rendering of tone and imagery in Poem B. In the end, the undeveloped response and analysis of 
Poem B, and the lack of comparison, holds this back. 
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#12  
2014 CJC JC2 Prelim Q1(a) 
Both Feinstein’s ‘Getting Older’ (Poem A) and McGough’s ‘Not for Me a Youngman’s Death’ (Poem B) present 
the notion of ageing and dying in old age. However, poem A presents the notion of ageing as progressively 
improving, portraying death as an inevitability we are lucky to delay. Poem B instead denounces the process of 
ageing, glorifying death as a spectacular event and bemoaning the inevitability of death in old age.  

The poems differ in that poem A has a gentler, more optimistic tone whilst poem B has a more disdainful tone, 
portraying the two personae’s contrasting views of old age. The optimism of the persona’s tone in A is 
immediately shown in the first line, where the persona nonchalantly state, ‘The first surprise: I like it’. The matter-
of-fact manner in which this statement is constructed expresses the acceptance of the persona towards growing 
older. The use of the term ‘surprise’ is striking to the reader — not only is it a ‘surprise’ to us that the persona is so 
nonchalant, it portrays the persona’s unorthodox view that one should greet ageing with optimism. This optimism 
is also expressed in the use of negatives, such as ‘not’ in line 5 and ‘I didn’t die young’ in line 4. The choice to use 
negatives reflects the persona’s optimism to focus on the possible negative events that did not occur, further 
reinforcing the persona’s view of death as something natural and to be accepted. This attitude is epitomised in 
lines 14 and 15, where the persona claims that ‘every day won from such / darkness is a celebration’. The choice of 
‘darkness’ shows how the persona still views death as foreign and unknown, which is emphasised by the 
enjambment of the word. However, the tone of joy evident from the words ‘won’ and ‘celebration’, which connote 
joy and victory, suggests that the persona chooses to embrace this ‘darkness’ with a positive outlook. This serves 
to portray death as inevitable, and reflects the view that we should be optimistic. Poem B, on the other hand, 
adopts a more disdainful tone towards the concept of ageing. Once more, the repetition of the word ‘no’ 
throughout the poem reinforces the idea of unfulfilled events and scenarios. Unlike poem A, poem B uses these 
negatives almost in frustration, to lament the slow inevitability of death, unlike the action-packed death 
sequences alluded to. This is embodied in the first line of the poem, which is also the title, ‘Not for Me a Young 
Man’s Death’. The unconventional syntax of the line places emphasis on ‘not for me’, foregrounding the persona’s 
spiteful lamentation that he would be doomed to a slow, inevitable old age that he does not desire. This serves to 
portray an opposing view to poem A — whilst the persona in poem A is thankful for avoiding death till old age, the 
persona of poem B frustrating laments it, casting a life of old age as meaningless and pedestrian. 

Poems A and B also differ in the use of images, with poem A using more serene, gentler images whilst poem B 
employs explicit, strong images of death. Poem A uses images of loss in stanza 2, to illustrate the possibilities of 
loss in life, such as ‘die young’, ‘los(ing) my only love’ and ‘ran away from anyone’. However, each of these images 
are starkly undercut by ‘didn’t’ and ‘never’, providing a reversal of meaning. This casts the persona as being one 
who is thankful for the absence of loss, reflecting her view of death as an eventuality and her positivity about her 
present life. The use of images of serene enjoyment such as ‘January freesia’, ‘hot coffee’ and ‘winter sunlight’ in 
stanza 4 reflects the persona’s pleasure in old age as seen by her ‘delight’ in such a scene. The metaphor of a 
‘gentle occasion’ as a placid representation of death also downplays its significance as merely an ‘occasion’ like any 
other. This conveys the persona’s acceptance of her fate. Poem B, on the other hand, uses violent images of 
death to glorify death in a way. The images of death by ‘IED’, ‘bloodbath in the bath’ and ‘bullet in the brain’ are 
gory and graphic, yet the enumeration of such images serves to almost glorify death, as if exalting such ‘exciting’ 
methods of dying. The great volume of these images, contrasting poem A, also emphasises the multiple varieties 
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of death to the reader, perhaps emphasising the persona’s view that a quick death is not unlikely, and that growing 
old and dying slowly are not to his liking. The allusions to ‘John Doe’ and ‘Kurt Cobain’ are suggestive of this 
further glorification (and inclination towards) of death, alluding to violent suicides by exemplifying these famous 
‘victims’. Poem B portrays death almost as a spectacle, which clearly shows the extent to which the persona 
believes a life of old age and slow death is inferior to a glorious, spectacular one, unlike poem A, which instead 
elevates the reverse notion of surviving and cherishing old age. 

Poem A features enjambment and no particular rhyme scheme (Editor: please write about what actually exists in the 
poem) whilst poem B features a regular stanzaic pattern and rhyme scheme (Remember that the objective is to 
compare the purpose of these methods, not compare the methods for the sake of it). The structure of poem A 
enhances the sense that life is irregular and unpredictable, without any clear patterns. This supports the persona’s 
view that old age should be appreciated and revered, and that death in old age should be accepted with joy. The 
use of enjambment t throughout the poem also adds emphasis (Vague!). For instance, in lines 4-5, the run-on line 
of ‘or lose / my only love’ serves to divide the notion of loss from that of love. On the surface, it seems to suggest 
a division but the division of love from loss suggests that love was in fact not lost. This in turn reflects the 
gratitude the persona feels at the fortune she felt she has had, and reinforces her desire to accept death 
peacefully in old age. Instead, Poem B’s more regular stanzaic pattern and rhyme features many regular internal 
rhymes, such as ‘car crash, whiplash’ and ‘jump under a train, Kurt Cobain / bullet in the brain’, which serve to 
regularise the violent, jarring images of death, portraying the persona’s notion that such deaths are indeed regular. 
This is reinforced by the juxtaposition of the regular stanzaic pattern with the images, serving to present death as 
a somewhat repetitive pattern. However, there is a shift in Stanza 4, where there is a different syntactic and 
stanzaic structure. The absence of caesurae, which are prevalent elsewhere in the poem, creates a faster rhythm, 
almost like a rant by the persona towards the dull regularity of his life. This is emphasised by the final line of the 
stanza, ‘Time alone has taken its toll’ — a less spectacular form of death than the others mentioned. This portrays 
old age as a curse of sorts in the eyes of B’s persona, unlike the persona in A who embraces it as a blessing. 

The poems offer the reader drastically different perceptions of death and old age; with both accepting its 
inevitability, poem A accepts this fate willingly as a blessing, while Poem B laments its steady, slow descent. Poem 
A represents death as a resolution in quiet passing into darkness, whereas poem B glorifies it, presenting it as an 
escape from the ennui of old age. 

Jeremiah Sng 
2T35 (2014) 

Marker’s comments: Your reading of both poems is insightful and sensitive. The paragraph which considers rhythm could 
have been integrated elsewhere in order to create a more complete appreciation of tone, especially that of B. 
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A  B  
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Language (perspective, tone, diction, rhythm) Language (perspective, tone, diction, rhythm) 

Style (imagery, mood, diction, sound) Style (imagery, mood, diction, sound) 

Form (structure, progression, rhythm, rhyme, sound) Form (structure, progression, rhythm, rhyme, sound) 
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